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Recent progress in developing n-type organic semiconductors for 
organic field effect transistors  

Jesse T. E. Quinn,a Jiaxin Zhu,a Xu Li,b Jinliang Wangb and Yuning Li*a 

This review highlights recent major progress in the development of organic semiconductors as electron transport n-channel 

materials in organic field transistors (OFETs). Three types of materials are discussed: 1) small molecules, 2) polymers, and 3) 

n-doped small molecules and polymers. Much efforts have been seen in the modification of known building blocks, 

development of novel building blocks, and optimizaiton of materials processing and device structures. These efforst have 

resulted in the achievement of record high electron mobilities for both small molecules (12.6 cm2V-1s-1) and polymers (14.9 

cm2V-1s-1), which are approaching the highest hole mobilities achieved by p-type small molecules and polymers so far. In 

addition, n-doping of ambipolar and p-type organic semiconductors has proven to be an efficienct approach to obtaining a 

greater number of n-type organic semiconductors. However, it is found that n-type organic semicondcutors, in general, still 

lag behind p-type organic semiconductors in terms of carrier mobility and air stability. Further exploration of new building 

blocks for making novel materials and optimization of processing conditions and device structures are needed to improve 

the performance, particularly air stability.   

1. Introduction 

Organic field effect transistors (OFETs) or organic thin film 

transistors (OTFTs) employ organic semiconductors, either 

small molecules or polymers, as the channel layer, which can be 

more conveniently fabricated at much lower temperature, 

lower cost, and higher throughput in comparison to the 

conventional devices using inorganic semiconductors such as 

silicon.1–3 In addition, organic semiconductors can be made 

soluble in solvents, enabling mass production of OFET-driven 

electronics by printing techniques. Organic semiconductors, 

particularly polymers, are much more mechanically robust and 

lighter than inorganic semiconductors. These appealing 

features offered by OFETs have opened up opportunities for the 

development of next generation electronic products such as 

flexible displays, ubiquitous radio-frequency identification 

(RFID) tags, wearable electronics, sensors, etc.4–8 Charge carrier 

mobility of OFETs is the most important device parameter for 

many of the target applications of OFETs. Intrinsically organic 

semiconductors are inferior in terms of charge transport due to 

the nature of the weak secondary bonds (e.g., the van der Waals 

force) that hold the molecules together in comparison to 

inorganic semiconductors where ions and/or atoms are 

connected by the much stronger and shorter primary bonds 

such as ionic and covalent bonds.1–3 The weaker intermolecular 

interaction results in the much larger intermolecular distances 

in organic semiconductors. Furthermore, the more complicated 

geometry of organic molecules compared with the simple, 

spherical atoms and ions that constitute the inorganic 

semiconductors render most of the organic semiconductors 

rather disordered. These factors make the charge transport 

within the organic semiconductors taking place dominantly in a 

hopping mode, which requires much higher energy compared 

with the band-like charge transport mechanism for inorganic 

semiconductors. Despite these structural disadvantages, over 

the past decades and especially in the past few years, 

remarkable improvements have been made in enhancing the 

charge carrier mobility of organic semiconductors, which are 

enabled by the development of new materials, improved 

materials processing, and device architecture optimization.9–

13,3,14,15  High mobilities of up to ~40 cm2V-1s-1 for both single 

crystal16,17 and aligned18 small molecules and ~50 cm2V-1s-1 for 

well-aligned polymers19 have been achieved in OFETs. For 

solution processed (spin coated) OFET devices, high mobilities 

 

Figure 1. A schematic showing the relationships among the Fermi energy (EF) of 
the source electrode, the frontier energies of the organic semiconductor, and the 
polarity of the majority charge carriers of the OFET device, where e and h 
denote the electron and hole injection barrier heights, respectively, and “X” 
denotes the inhibition of charge injection or transport. 
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exceeding 10 cm2V-1s-1 were reported for several polymer 

semiconductors.20–23 These mobility values are far better than 

that of amorphous silicon (0.1-1 cm2V-1s-1) and entered the 

mobility regime of multi-crystalline silicon. However, most of 

these high mobility values have been achieved for p-type 

organic semiconductors, which conduct holes in the OFET 

channel. For many electronic applications, n-channel OFETs 

using n-type organic semiconductors, which conduct electrons, 

are required to make complementary metal oxide (CMOS)-like 

logic circuits together with the p-channel OFETs. Unfortunately, 

much less n-type organic semiconductors have been reported 

and their mobility values are still lower compared with p-type 

organic semiconductors.24–29  

One key reason for the lack of high performance n-type 

organic semiconductors is the much smaller number of 

available electron withdrawing building blocks that can be used 

for making n-type semiconductors with stable electron 

transport characteristics. When an electron is injected to the 

organic semiconductor in an OFET, it is equivalent to a reduction 

process in an electrochemical reaction. If the organic 

semiconductor has a rather high LUMO energy (or low electron 

affinity, EA), the injected electron residing in the LUMO of the 

semiconductor is at a high-energy state, which is prone to 

interact or react with some species such as the Si-OH groups on 

the SiO2 dielectric surface and oxygen and H2O in ambient air 

and thus the injected electrons are trapped or annihilated. 

Therefore, electron transport is weakened or inhibited (Figure 

1). It has been theoretically proven and empirically 

demonstrated that a LUMO energy of ca. -4 eV or lower is 

required to realize a stable electron transport performance for 

an organic semiconductor.30,29,31 A low LUMO energy would also 

reduce the electron injection barrier height (e), which is the 

difference between the LUMO energy of the organic 

semiconductor and the Fermi energy (EF) of the source 

electrode (Figure 1). Al, Ca and Ba, which have low work 

functions (or high Fermi energies), are favoured for electron 

injection; however, their thin films are prone to rapid oxidation 

and thus are difficult to handle. Instead, a more stable 

conductor, Au, is frequently used as the contacts for OFETs, 

although the work function (~5.1 eV, which is equivalent to a 

Fermi energy of -5.1 eV) of Au is not favoured for electron 

injection, but rather more favoured for the hole injection for p-

channel OFETs. Therefore, large contact resistances are often 

observed for n-channel OFETs with Au contacts, which is 

another reason for the observed low electron motilities of many 

n-type organic semiconductors.  

Most of the high mobility p-type and n-type polymer 

semiconductors reported so far have a D-A type structure, i.e., 

the repeat unit of these polymers is comprised of an electron 

donor (D) unit and electron acceptor (A) unit. Polymer main 

chains with such an alternating D-A arrangement would have a 

stronger intermolecular interaction, which shortens the - 

stacking distance and thus promotes the charge carrier hopping 

along the -stacks. Some D-A polymers with strong electron 

accepting building blocks show very high electron mobilities; 

however, they also possess rather high HOMO energies due to 

the existence of the donor units, which creates insufficient hole 

injection barrier heights (h) to block hole injections and allows 

stable hole transport in these semiconductors (Figure 1). As a 

result, these polymers exhibit ambipolar (electron and hole) 

charge transport characteristics, which are not desirable for 

CMOS-like logic circuit applications because ambipolar OFETs 

normally have high off current (Ioff) and low current on-to-off 

ratio (Ion/Ioff).32 Furthermore, the OFET device architecture 

adopted also has an impact on the observed field transistor 

performance. Figure 2 shows the three types of OFET 

architecture often used, bottom-gate bottom-contact (BGBC), 

bottom-gate top-contact (BGTC), and top-gate bottom-contact 

(TGBC). TGBC n-channel OFETs exhibit better air stability and 

often higher electron mobility because the semiconductor layer 

is protected by dielectric and gate electrode layers from 

exposure to oxygen and moisture in ambient air. Lastly, the 

mobility values obtained by using the MOSFET (metal oxide 

semiconductor field effect transistor) model may be inaccurate 

since the mobility of organic semiconductors is often heavily 

dependent on the gate bias.33–36 If the behaviour of an OFET 

obeys the MOSFET model, the field effect mobility () in the 

saturation regime can be extracted using Equation (1): 

𝐼D =
𝜇𝐶diel𝑊

2𝐿
(𝑉GS − 𝑉th)

2     (1) 

where ID is the drain current, W and L are the channel width and 

length, Cdiel is the capacitance per unit area of the dielectric, VGS 

is the gate voltage, and Vth is the threshold voltage. The ID1/2 

and VGS would follow a linear relationship. However, many 

OFETs show a nonlinear ID1/2VGS plot with an increasing slope 

with the VGS (Figure 3A), resulting in an increase of the mobility 

against the gate voltage with the mobility at the higher VGS 

region significantly higher than at the lower VGS region.1,37,29,38 

The cause for this nonlinearity has been accounted for by the 

existence of charge carrier traps residing at the disordered 

 

Figure 2. Three types of commonly adopted OFET architecture (OSC: organic 
semiconductor): bottom-gate bottom-contact (BGBC), bottom-gate top-contact 
(BGTC), and top-gate bottom-contact (TGBC), where S, D, and G are the source, 
drain, and gate electrodes, respectively. 

 

Figure 3. Two typical types of transfer curves in the saturation regime that 
severely deviate from the ideal MOSFET model, resulting in a dependence of 
mobility () on the gate bias. 
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molecular packing sites and structural defects in the 

semiconductor, in the dielectric layer close to the surface, and 

at the interface of the semiconductor and the dielectric, 

evidenced by the large Vth. Recently, several studies reported 

ultra-high mobility OFETs that showed a kinked ID1/2VGS curve 

(Figure 3B). These devices showed a much faster increase in the 

drain current (ID) over a very small gate voltage range just above 

the threshold (Vth) compared to the high VGS region, or so-called 

an “abrupt turn-on”.16,34–36 A recent study on the non-ideal 

behaviour of the single crystal rubrene OFETs revealed that the 

contact resistance (Rc) drops abruptly in the small VGS region just 

above the Vth, which resulted in a higher mobility in the low VGS 

region than in the high VGS region extracted using the MOSFET 

model by more one order of magnitude. The mobility obtained 

from the low VGS region was considered to be “overestimated” 

by some researchers.35,36 The root cause for this “kinked” non-

linear transfer curves is still not very clear. Takeya et al. 

explained this non-ideal behaviour observed for the single 

crystal rubrene OFETs by the charge carrier trapping and 

scattering at the semiconductor and dielectric interface.16 

Specifically, the mobility at a lower VGS represents that of the in-

crystal carriers, while the mobility at a higher VGS become lower 

because more charge carriers were confined to the less ordered 

semiconductor/dielectric interface, where charge carrier 

trapping and scattering occur. Recently, Pei et al.23 found that 

the non-ideal characteristic of a high mobility n-type polymer is 

correlated to the microstructures of the polymer films, i.e., 

higher crystallinity films having larger crystallite domains and 

better stacking order led to more frequent occurrence of non-

ideal kinked transfer curves. Nonetheless, overly inaccurate 

mobility values, which are either overestimated or 

underestimated from the non-ideal OFET behavior, may provide 

erroneous structure-property relationships of organic 

semiconductors and mislead the chemists when designing 

organic semiconductors.36 Therefore, cautions should be 

applied when correlating the reported carrier mobilities with 

the chemical and nano-/microscale structures of the materials. 

In addition to a high charge carrier mobility, a high Ion/Ioff ratio, 

a small Vth, and a small subthreshold swing are other desirable 

OFET parameters, which are critically required for many 

applications of OFETs.24 

This article provides a review on the major advancement in 

the development of new n-type organic semiconductors, 

including small molecules and polymers, with high electron 

mobilities of about 0.1 cm2V-1s-1 (the lower limit for amorphous 

silicon) or higher, in the past five years. Some relevant materials 

reported earlier are also included for the convenience of 

discussion. Through this review, we aim to provide new insight 

into the relationship between the structure (types of acceptor 

building blocks, crystallinity, morphology, etc.) and property 

(the LUMO and HOMO energies, air stability, as well charge 

carrier mobilities, etc.) of n-type organic semiconductors. We 

hope the newly acquired knowledge and findings summarized 

in this review will benefit the chemists and materials scientists 

in this field for the development of better organic 

semiconductors for OFETs and other applications. 

2. Small molecule n-type organic semiconductors 
2.1. Rylene diimide-based derivatives 

Naphthalene tetracarboxylic diimides (NDIs)  are among the 

first small molecule n-type organic semiconductors that 

demonstrated great potential for OFETs (Figure 4, and Table 

1).39–41 For example, the single crystal N-cyclohexyl substituted 

NDI, S1, exhibited high electron mobility of 7.5 cm2V−1s−1.42 

However, the OFET devices with N-alkyl substituted NDIs 

degrade readily under ambient conditions due to their 

inadequately low LUMO energies to prevent the detrimental 

reactions with moisture and oxygen. Introduction of fluorinated 

side chains was found to be able to achieve a denser molecular 

packing to prevent the diffusion of oxygen and moisture43 as 

well as to lower the LUMO energy from -3.64 eV for the 

alkylated NDI to -3.71 ~ -3.82 eV for the semifluoroalkylated 

NDIs.44 Improved air stability of the OFETs with these 

semifluoroalkyled NDIs was observed. N-p-(trifluoromethoxy) 

benzyl (BOCF3) substituted NDI, S2 (NDI-BOCF3), also showed 

improved air stability in OFETs, but the electron mobilities 

reported previously were quite low (~10-2 cm2V-1s-1).45,46 

Recently, Zhang et al. revisited this compound and found that 

S2 has a surprisingly low LUMO energy of -4.20 eV, which was 

accounted for by the strong electron accepting effect of the 

BOCF3 side chains. OFETs with this compound showed an 

electron mobility of 0.7 cm2V-1 s-1 with an Ion/Ioff of 106 in 

ambient air.47 Recent endeavors have been made to obtain air-

stable NDIs by incorporating electron-withdrawing groups such 

as cyano and halogen groups to the naphthalene core in order 

to lower their LUMO energy levels.39,47,48 Lee et al. 

demonstrated that chlorination of the NDI core with two or four 

electron-withdrawing chlorine atoms could enhance air stability 

of the resulting materials.49 The dichloro and tetrachloro NDIs 

showed LUMO energies of -4.01 eV and -4.13 eV, respectively, 

which are much lower than that of the non-chlorinated NDI 

compound (-3.72 eV). The dichlorinated S3a (Cl2-NDI) with N-

fluoroalkyl substitution showed the highest electron mobility of 

0.57 cm2V−1s-1 for OEFTs processed by solution-shearing 

deposition and 0.86 cm2V−1s-1 for OFETs processed by vacuum 

deposition. He et al. achieved electron mobilities as high as 8.6 

cm2V−1s-1 with Ion/Ioff of ~107 for the single crystal S3a in ambient 

conditions.50 The molecules were packed in a face-to-edge 

herringbone structure with a very short - stacking distance of 

0.327 nm. It was found that the C-H···O interactions existed, 

which might facilitate electron tunneling between the -stacks. 

The mobility only decreased by 13% after the device was kept 

in ambient air for 82 days (Figure 5). Yuan et al. recently 

performed a systematic study on the core-fluorinated NDIs.48 

The di- or tetra-fluorinated NDIs have slightly lower LUMO 

energies, which are in a range between -3.73 eV and -3.97 eV 

depending on the side chains and the number of F, than that of 

the non-substituted (-3.63 eV). However, they exhibited lower 

mobilities than their core-chlorinated NDI counterparts. The 

best mobility of 0.1 cm2V-1s-1 was obtained for the difluoro core-

substituted NDI S3b.
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Compound Acronym ELUMO/EHOMO, ev 

Device structure-source-drain 
material/deposition method (SX: 

single crystal; VD: vacuum 
deposition; SP: spin coating; SD: 

drop coating 

e or 

e/h, cm2V-1s-1 
Ion/Ioff Vth, V Test atm. 

Retention of 

e/ storage 
time in 

ambient air 

Year 
[Ref.] 

S1   BGTC-Au/VD 7.5 108 58 Ar  2008 [42] 

S2 NDI-BOCF3 -4.22/-7.20 BGTC-Au/VD 0.7 106 21 air  2016 [47] 

S3a Cl2-NDI –4.01/- 

BGTC-Au/ shear 

BGTC-Au/VD 

BGTC-Au/SX 

0.57 

0.86 

8.6 

106 

 

107 

-11 

 

9 

N2 

N2 

air  

 

 

87%/82 d 

2011 [49] 

2011 [49] 

2013 [50] 

S4 NDITz -3.99/-6.37 BGBC-Au/SP 0.15 107 13-18 air  2013 [51] 

S5a NDI2ODDTYM2 -4.3/- BGTC-Ag/SP 0.51 106-107 2-9 air  2010 [52] 

S5b NDI3HU-DTYM2  BGBC-Au/SP 3.50 108 0.17 air  2013 [53] 

S5c   BGTC-Au/SP 0.70 107 7 air  2012 [54] 

S6  −3.94/- BGTC-Au/SP 0.45 105-106 21-36 air   2017 [55] 

S7a C8-NDTI -4.0/-6.1 BGTC-Au/VD 0.05 108 10 air  2013 [56] 

S7b  -4.1/- BGTC-Au/VD 0.73 105 1.9 air  2015 [57] 

S8 F-NDTI -4.16/-6.31 BGTC-Au/SX 1.59 104 -2 air  2016 [58] 

S9 NDINI -4.20 /-6.68 BGTC-Au/SX 
1.75 

1.55 
106  

N2 

air 

 
2016 [59] 

S10 C12-4CldiPBI -4.22/-6.04 BGTC-Ag/SX 4.65 105  air 100%/50d 2012 [60] 

S11b NDI-cis-S2 -4.11/-6.46 BGBC-Au/SP 0.075 106 19 N2  2015 [61] 

S12d PDI-S4 –4.12/ BGBC-Au/SP 0.19 103 12 N2  2015 [62] 

S13 BTI5 -3.55/-5.48 TGBC/SP 0.045/10-3   N2  2017 [63] 

S14a CF3-TPDO -3.67/-6.04 BGTC-Au/VD 0.07 106 60 air  94%/30d 2008 [64] 

S15d TIPS-TPDO-4CN -4.18/-6.71 BGTC-Ag/VD 0.11 106  air  80%/30d 2015 [65] 

S16 OANQ -4.32/-6.01 BGTC-Ag/VD 0.2 105  air  100%/30d 2015 [66] 

S17a DAzBT -/-5.43 BGTC-Au/VD 0.024 106 -25 N2  2012 [67] 

S17b DAzTT -/-5.45 BGTC-Au/VD 0.05 105 -5 N2  2012 [67] 

S18a TAz1 −3.93/-5.56 BGTC-Au/VD 0.29 107 37.1 N2  2013 [68] 

S18c TAz3 -3.90 /-5.47 BGTC-Al/VD 0.31   N2  2016 [69] 

S18d TAZ4 -3.93 /-5.59 BGTC-Au or Al/VD 0.15   N2  2016 [69] 

S19 BAzDI-2 -3.74/-5.43 BGTC-Au/SP 0.015 104-105 50-65 N2  2016 [70] 

S20  -3.99/-5.91 BGTC-Au/SP 0.16 105-106 27-38 N2  2017 [71] 

S21  -4.3/ BGTC-Au/SP 0.9 105  air ~50%/87d 2011 [72] 

S22a 2DQTT-o -4.51/-5.62 BGBC-Au/SP 3.0 106 −1.4 air  2014 [73] 

S22b 2DQTT-o-B –4.44/ –5.59 BGBC-Au/SP 5.2 106 –13.9 air  2016 [74] 

S22c 2DQTT-o-L –4.44/ –5.59 BGBC-Au/SP 0.36 102 –10.9 air  2016 [74] 

S23a 2DQTT-i -4.77/-5.93 BGBC-Au/SP 0.44 103 2.6 air  2014 [73] 

S23b 2DQTT-i-B –4.54/–5.57 BGBC-Au/SP 0.1 104 5.2 air  2016 [74] 

S23c 2DQTT-i-L –4.54/–5.57 BGBC-Au/SP 0.48 104 0.8 air  2016 [74] 

S24 TFT-CN -4.15/-5.72 
BGTC-Au/SP 

BGTC-Au/ribbon 

1.11 

7.7 

105 

104 

7.1 

-10 
N2 

 
2016 [75] 

S25a C20-DBTII -3.72/ TGBC-Au/SP 0.011/5.72  10-4 102/102 47/-53 air  2015 [76] 

S25b C20-DBFII -3.73/-5.52 TGBC-Au/SP 0.074 104 40 air  2015 [76] 

S26a BDOPV -3.64/-5.98 BGTC-Au/SX 3.25 106 7.91 
air (RH=50-

60%) 
>75%/30d 

2015 [77] 

S26b o-F2-BDOPV -3.84/-6.18 BGTC-Au/SX 2.60 103 0.52 
air (RH=50-

60%) 
>75%/30d 

2015  [77] 

S26c p-F2-BODPV -3.84/-6.13 BGTC-Au/SX 6.55 103 11.54 
air (RH=50-

60%) 
>75%/30d 

2015 [77] 

S26d F4-BDOPV -4.03/-6.32 BGTC-Au/SX 12.6 106 8.71 
air (RH=50-

60%)  
~80%/30d 

2015 [78] 

S26e F6-BDOPV -4.10 /-6.40 BGTC-Au/SX 4.66 103 −8.38 
air (RH=50-

60%) 
>75%/30d 

2015 [77] 

S27a QBT -3.76/-5.25 TGBC-Au/ SP 5.0 × 10 −3/3.1 × 10−2 10 5–6/10 7–8 49.4/−39.1 N2  2015 [79] 

S27b QBS -3.73/-5.33 TGBC-Au/SP 
2.1 × 10 −2/5.5 × 10 

−2 
10 4–5/10 6–7 35.9/−41.1 N2 

 
2015 [79] 

S28a IDTO -3.99 /-5.85 BGBC-Au/SP 0.046 105 5.3-7.9 N2  2016 [80] 

S25b IDTO-5Br -4.12 /-6.33 BGBC-Au/SP 0.071 105 12-15 N2  2016 [80] 

S25c IDTO-6Br –4.18 /-6.30 BGBC-Au/SP 0.11 105 2.1-4.9 N2  2016 [80] 

Table 1 Summary of properties of n-type small molecule semiconductors. 
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Fusion of -conjugated moieties to the NDI core (core-

expansion) is another effective approach to lowering the LUMO 

energy of NDIs.81,54,52 The dithiazole-fused NDI, S4 (NDITz),51 has 

a LUMO energy of -3.99 eV, about 0.1 eV lower than that of the 

non-core fused NDIs. Electron mobilities of up to 0.15 cm2V-1s-1 

and high Ion/Ioff of ~107 were obtained under ambient 

conditions. Gao et al. fused two 2-(1,3-dithiol-2-

ylidene)malonitrile groups to the NDI core by a simple 

nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction.52 The resulting 

core-expanded NDI (S5a) exhibited a LUMO energy of -4.3 eV, 

which is much lower than that of the unsubstituted NDI and 

warrants the air stability of S5a in n-channel OTFTs. Under 

ambient conditions electron mobilities as high as 0.51 cm2V-1s-1 

with Ion/Ioff of 105-107 were achieved for the spin coated S5a thin 

films (annealed at 180 C) in BGTC devices with Ag contacts. By 

moving the branching point of the sidechains one CH2 farther 

from the NDI core, the mobility of the resulting S5b was greatly 

improved to 3.50 cm2V-1s-1 in the BGBC device architecture with 

Au contacts.53 The position of branching point was found to 

cause critical changes in molecular packing and thus the 

electron mobility. The high mobility of S5b was attributed to its 

dense in-plane molecular packing and large crystal domains (~1 

m  3 m). The devices showed comparable performance in 

ambient air and nitrogen, indicating the good air stability of this 

compound. The same group developed a mild and versatile one-

pot synthetic route to a variety of core-expanded naphthalene 

diimides with symmetric and unsymmetrical substituents.54 

One unsymmetrically substituted product, S5c, achieved good 

electron mobility of 0.70 cm2V-1s-1 with an Ion/Ioff of 107 under 

ambient conditions. More recently, an NDI-based dimer bridged 

by a (1,3-dithiol-2-ylidene)acetonitrile moiety (S6) was 

synthesized. The as-spun S6 thin films showed electron 

mobilities as high as 0.45 cm2V-1s-1 with high Ion/Ioff of up to 

~106.55 Fukutomi et al. incorporated two thiophenes to the NDI 

core forming naphthodithiophenediimides (NDTIs).56 The N-

octyl substituted NDITI, S7a (C8-NDTI), has a lower LUMO 

energy of -4.0 eV than that of its NDI counterpart (-3.9 eV) due 

to the more extended -conjugation enabled by the additional 

two thiophene moieties. Vacuum deposited S7a films exhibited 

electron mobilities as high as 0.05 cm2V-1s-1 with an Ion/Ioff of 105 

under ambient conditions. By adding chloro substituents at the 

-positions of the thiophene moieties, the new derivative S7b 

has a further lower LUMO energy of -4.1 eV.57 The two chloro 

atoms enabled the Cl···OC contacts, which played a role to 

form a two-dimensional (2D) bricklayer structure. In contrast, 

S7a without chloro substitution formed a herringbone-like one-

dimensional (1D) electronic structure. The 2D-like electronic 

structure of S7b helped charge transport, achieving a much 

higher electron mobility of 0.73 cm2V-1s-1 for the vacuum 

deposited films. Fan et al. reported an N-fluoroalkyl NDTI, S8, 

which has very low LUMO and HOMO energies of -4.16 eV and 

-6.31 eV, respectively.58 The molecular packing of a single 

crystal S8 belongs to the P21/c space group with a short – 

distance of 3.40 Å. OFETs with single crystal S8 achieved high 

electron mobilities of up to 1.59 cm2V-1s-1 with an Ion/Ioff of 104 

in BGTC devices in ambient air.  Lately, Wang et al. fused two 

naphthalene imide units to NDI, forming S9 (NDINI), which has 

very low LUMO and HOMO energies of -4.20 eV and -6.68 eV, 

respectively.59 Spin coated S9 films showed rather low electron 

 

Figure 4. Naphthalene tetracarboxylic diimide (NDI) and perylene diimide (PDI). 
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mobility of 7.4  10-4 cm2V-1s-1 due to the poor film quality (poor 

morphology). However, the single-crystalline microfibers 

exhibited electron mobility as high as 1.75 cm2V−1s−1 with an 

Ion/Ioff of 106 in OFETs measured in nitrogen. When measured in 

air, the mobility was only slight lower (up to 1.55 cm2V−1s−1). 

Similar to NDIs, perylene diimides (PDIs) are also a class of 

initially well-studied n-type semiconductor materials.40,41 They 

have particularly received increasing interest as very promising 

non-fullerene acceptors for low-cost OPVs.82,83 For the OFET 

application, a noteworthy perylene derivative, diperylene 

bisimide S10 (C12-4CldiPBI), was reported by Wang et al.60 S10 

has deep LUMO and HOMO energies of -4.22 eV and -6.04 eV, 

respectively. An “Au stripe mask” technique was used to 

fabricate OFETs with small single crystal ribbons of S10. Very 

high electron mobilities of up to 4.65 cm2V−1s−1 were achieved 

under ambient conditions. The devices showed no obvious 

degradation after being kept in air for 50 days.  

Substitution of the imide oxygen for sulfur (thionation) is 

recently reported to be a simple and efficient way to lower the 

LUMO energy and promote the electron transport of NDI61,84 

and PDI62 derivatives. Kozycz et al. found that as the degree of 

thionation increases the LUMO energy decreases gradually 

from -3.79 eV for the non-thionated NDI to -4.30 eV for the 

terthionated NDI, S11d.61 On the other hand, the HOMO 

energies of the thionated NDIs became higher at ca. -6.4~-6.5 

eV than that (-6.97 eV) of the non-thionated NDI, leading to 

smaller band gaps of the thionated NDIs. These band energy 

changes are considered due to the involvement of the large 

sulphur atoms in the core conjugation. All the thionated NDIs 

showed dramatic increases in electron mobilities to ~10-2 cm2V-

1s-1 (the best mobility of 7.5  10-2 cm2V−1s-1 was achieved for 

S11b) with respect to the electron mobilities of ~10-5 cm2V-1s-1 

for the non-thionated NDI compound. Similar trends were 

observed for the thionated PDI compounds S12’s.62 The LUMO 

energy decreases with the degree of thionation from -3.67 eV 

for the parent PDI compound to -4.12 eV for the tetrathionated 

PDI S12d. Among this thionated PDIs, S12d showed the best n-

type semiconductor performance with the highest mobility of 

0.19 cm2V-1s-1 in OFETs owing to the combined effects of its 

lowest LUMO energy, favoured crystal structure, as well as the 

improved grain boundaries. 

A bithiophene linked by an alkylimide group at the ,3,3’-

postions, N-alkyl-2,2’-bithiophene-3,3’-dicarboximide unit 

(BTI), was used by Marks et al.85 as an electron deficient building 

block to make air-stable n-type, ambipolar, and p-type polymers 

in OFETs with mobilities in the order of 10-2 cm2V-1s-1. Guo et al. 

very recently reported a series of well-defined oligomers with 2 

to 5 fused BTI units.63 These ladder-type BTI derivatives showed 

promising electron-transporting characteristics with electron 

mobilities of 10-2 cm2V-1s-1 in TGBC OFETs. The largest molecule 

in this series, S13 (BTI5), has a LUMO energy of -3.55 eV and 

exhibited the highest electron mobility of 0.045 cm2V-1s-1. 

Higher mobility may be achieved if the bulky 2-octyldodecyl side 

chains are replaced with smaller side chains to improve the 

molecular packing.  
 

2.2. N-Heteroacenes 

N-Heteroacenes, where some of the carbon atoms of acenes 

are replaced by nitrogen atoms that render these compounds 

more electron deficient, represent a class of promising n-type 

semiconductors for OFETs.86 Among them, the 

triphenodioxazine (TPDO) structure has been of particular 

interest because this five-ringed structure resembles pentacene 

that is one of the mostly studied small molecule p-type 

semiconductors. Early in 2008 Di et al. reported a 

trifluoromethyl-substituted TPDO S14a (CF3-TPDO).64 The 

electron withdrawing TPDO core and CF3 substituents at the 

para-positions to the nitrogen atoms helped lowering the LUMO 

energy to -3.67 eV. OFET devices with vacuum deposited S14a 

films showed good air stability and electron mobility of ~0.07 

cm2V-1s-1 with a high Ion/Ioff of 106. S14b with CF3 substituents at 

the para-positions to the oxygen atoms has an identical LUMO 

energy as that of S14a, but showed lower mobilities around 

0.01 cm2V-1s-1. Both S14a and S14b showed good air stability 

with minimal changes in electron mobility after 30 days. The 

LUMO energy (-3.67 eV) of these compounds seems insufficient 

for achieving air stable electron transport. It was suggested that 

the close crystal packing enabled by the introduction of CF3 

substituents could prevent the diffusion of oxygen, which 

accounted for the good air stability of these compounds. 

Triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) has been used for the substitution of 

pentacene to improve the solubility and obtain favourable solid 

state packing of the resulting TIPS-pentacene (Figure 6), which 

is a high performing p-type semiconductor.87 Nicolas et al. 

reported TIPS-TPDO,88 S15a, which is a direct analogue of TIPS-

pentacene. S15a showed n-type semiconductor performance. 

However, the electron mobilities of the S15a based OFETs are 

quite low in the order of ~10-3 cm2V-1s-1. The same research 

group later synthesized a series of TIPS-TPDOs with two or four 

CN substituents on the TPDO core.65  The products S15b and 

S15c, which have two CN substituents, have LUMO energies of 

-3.79 eV and -3.81 eV, respectively, measured by cyclic 

 

Figure 5. (a) and (b) Transfer and output curves of an OFET with a ribbon-shaped 
S3a. (c) The mobility distribution of 18 devices. (d) Stability of devices over time 
in ambient air at room temperature. Reproduced with permission from ref. 50. 
Copyright 2013 John Wiley & Sons. 
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voltammetry (CV). S15d (TIPS-TPDO-4CN) with four CN 

substituents has the lowest LUMO energy of -4.18 eV. Among 

these series, S15d achieved the best performance with the 

average electron mobilities of 0.014 and 0.10 cm2V-1s-1 (with a 

maximum of 0.11 cm2V-1s-1) for the spin coated and vacuum 

evaporated films in OFETs using Ag contacts in ambient 

conditions. The devices retained 80% of the initial mobility after 

30 days storage in air, demonstrating the excellent air stability 

of this material. More recently, the same group used S15d as 

the semiconductor and the cross-linked poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (c-PMMA) as dielectric to fabricate OFETs on 

polyethylene terephthalate substrate.89 The devices 

demonstrated a maximum electron mobility of 1.8  10-2 cm2V-

1s-1 and an Ion/Ioff of 105, which are promising for flexible 

applications. 

Wang et al. reported a large 9-ring N-heteroacene, S16 

(OANQ).66 The single-crystal structure of S16 reveals a slightly 

twisted motif, which may play a role in enhancing the stability 

by reducing the strain generated from the  interactions and 

steric effects of the side chains. The 2D “brick layer” face-to-

face stacking structure and the strong - interactions are 

considered favourable for large transfer integrals and 2D 

electron transport. A very low LUMO energy of -4.32 eV was 

measured. Single crystals of S16 were tested in OFETs with Ag 

source and drain contacts. The highest electron mobility of 0.2 

cm2V-1s-1 with an Ion/Ioff of up to 105 was obtained under 

ambient air. Devices showed no obvious degradation in 

performance after storage for one month under ambient 

conditions, demonstrating excellent air stability of this material. 
 

2.3. Azulene derivatives 

Azulene, a resonance-stabilized aromatic isomer of 

naphthalene, consists of a seven-membered ring and a five-

membered ring, which displays a large dipole moment of 1.08 D 

(Figure 7).69,90 Application of azulene in constructing organic 

optoelectronic materials was recently reviewed by Gao 91 and 

Zhang et al.92 In 2012 Yamaguchi et al. first reported the 

synthesis, properties, and OFET characteristics of two azulene-

based derivatives 5,5’-di(2-azulenyl)-2,2’-bithiophene S17a 

(DAzBT) and 2,5-di(2-azulenyl)-thieno[3,2-b]thiophene S17b 

(DAzTT).67 These compounds showed p-type semiconductor 

performance with hole mobilities of 10-2 cm2V-1s-1 and Ion/Ioff of 

105106 in OFETs. No reduction peaks were observed in the CV 

diagrams of these compounds and therefore the LUMO 

energies were not reported in this paper. However, based on 

the reported HOMO energies and optical band gaps, the LUMO 

energies of S17a and S17b can be estimated to be -3.69 eV and 

-3.71 eV, respectively. An extension of this work was reported 

by the same group in the following year.68  Three azulene units 

were connected linearly in the same direction to form 2,6′:2′,6″-

terazulene S18a (TAz1). S18a has a narrow Eg
opt of 1.63 eV with 

a HOMO energy of -5.56 eV and a low LUMO level at −3.93 eV. 

Bottom-gate top-contact (Au or Al) OFETs with 60 nm-thick 

vacuum deposited S18a thin films on octadecyltrichlorosilane 

(ODTS)-treated Si/SiO2 substrate at different substrate 

temperatures (room temperature, 60 C, and 100 C) were 

fabricated. All devices showed unipolar n-channel performance. 

A maximum electron mobility of 0.29 cm2V−1s−1 and an Ion/Ioff of 

107 were achieved at a substrate temperature of 100 C. It is 

interesting to note that S18a as a hydrocarbon molecule 

showed electron transport, not hole transport, performance. 

The authors conducted DFT calculations on this molecule and 

found that the LUMO is quite evenly distributed, while the 

HOMO is localized at one end of the molecule. Therefore, for 

two molecules packed with an antiparallel orientation, the 

LUMOs can overlap, but HOMOs cannot. This explains the 

observed electron-only charge transport performance of this 

molecule. The single crystal XRD data confirmed the coexistence 

of both parallel and antiparallel orientations at a 1:1 ratio. Very 

recently, Yamaguchi et al. thoroughly studied a series of 

terazulenes, S18b, S18c, and S18d, which are regioisomers of 

S18a.69 The LUMO/HOMO energies decrease in the order of 

S18b, S18c, and S18d with values of -3.83 eV/-5.45 eV, -3.90 

eV/-5.47 eV, and -3.93 eV/-5.59 eV, respectively. S18b showed 

unipolar p-type transistor performance for all devices with Au 

contacts, achieving a highest hole mobility of 1.32 cm2V-1s-1. 

When the low work function Al contacts were used, hole 

transport only performance was observed for the devices 

fabricated on substrates heated below 60 C, while ambipolar 

charge transport was observed for devices fabricated at a 

 

Figure 6. Pentacenes and N-heteroacenes. 

 

Figure 7. Azulene and its derivatives. 
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substrate temperature of 100 C. S18c showed unipolar 

electron charge transport at most annealing temperatures with 

either Au or Al contacts except for the ones with films deposited 

at room temperature and Au as contacts, which showed 

ambipolar performance. The highest electron mobility of 0.31 

cm2V-1s-1 for S18c was obtained for the device with the film 

deposited at 100 C and Al as contacts. S18d showed unipolar 

n-type semiconductor performance in all devices with electron 

mobility of up to 0.15 cm2V-1s-1. Based on the device data, it 

seems that the 2,2-biazulene unit (as in S18b and S18c) 

accounted for the p-type characteristics. This was explained 

through the molecular orbital distribution supported by the 

B3LYP/6-31G calculations. S19 (BAzDI-2), an azulene-based 

aromatic diimide, which comprises of a 2,2’-biazulene moiety 

and two seven-membered imide groups, has a LUMO energy 

level of -3.74 eV and showed a moderate electron mobility of 

1.5  10-2 cm2V-1s-1 and Ion/Ioff of 104105 in BGTC devices using 

Au contacts in nitrogen.70 Judging the relatively high LUMO 

energy of this compound, the devices are probably not stable in 

air, although it was not mentioned in the paper. Recently, Gao 

et al. reported an ethynylazulene end-capped NDI S20,71 which 

showed a LUMO energy of -3.99 eV that is similar to that of the 

unsubstituted NDIs. The highest electron mobility of 0.16 cm2V-

1s-1 and Ion/Ioff of 105106 were achieved under nitrogen 

conditions in BGTC devices. 

 
2.4. Quinoidal oligothiophenes 

Dicyanomethylene-terminated quinoidal oligothiophenes 

(QOTs) are a class of well-studied n-type semiconductors.93–95 

However, the electron mobilities of QOTs have been much 

lower than 1 cm2V-1s-1, a bottleneck that has been attributed to 

the smaller π-surface of QOTs, which negatively affects the 

transfer integral magnitude that relates to the charge transport 

in organic semiconductors.73 In 2011, Zhu et al.72 synthesized a 

solution processable dicyanomethylene-substituted fused 

tetrathienoquinoid, S21 (Figure 8), which enhances the 

intermolecular interactions and eliminates the problem of 

cis/trans-isomerism that can occur in their QOT counterparts. 

S21 has a deep LUMO energy of -4.3 eV. BGTC OFET devices 

were all fabricated and tested in ambient condition. Unipolar 

electron mobilities as high as 0.9 cm2V-1s-1 with an Ion/Ioff of 105 

were obtained. A device with an original electron mobility of 

~0.35 cm2V-1s-1 still showed a mobility of 0.18 cm2V-1s-1 after 

storage in ambient air for 87 days. 

In 2014 Zhang et al. expanded the π-surface of linear QOTs 

by using thieno[3,4-b]thiophene and 5-alkyl-4H-thieno[3,4-

c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione moieties to replace thiophenes.73 The 

obtained 2D π-expanded QOTs with distal (S22a, 2DQTT-o) and 

proximal (S23a, 2DQTT-i) regiochemistry (Figure 8) showed very 

small Eg
opt of 1.11 and 1.16 eV, respectively. The HOMO 

energies are -5.93 and -5.62 eV and the LUMO energies are very 

low at -4.51 and -4.77 eV for S22a and S23a, respectively. S22a 

underwent a dramatic redshift in its max by 200 nm from 

solution to solid state, suggesting the formation of J-aggregates, 

which is favored for electron transport. On the other hand, S21a 

only showed a broader absorption profile with almost no 

change in its max from solution to solid state. BGBC OFETs 

fabricated on octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS)-modified SiO2/Si 

substrates with 30 nm gold source and drain contacts were used 

to evaluate the semiconductors. The spin-coated 

semiconductor films (~40  60 nm) were annealed at 80, 120, 

160, 190, or 240 °C. Devices were tested in ambient conditions 

and all devices showed n-type semiconductor performance. 

Devices based on S23a showed a maximum mobility of 0.44 

cm2V−1s−1 with an Ion/Ioff of 103 at an annealing temperature of 

190 °C. S22a based devices displayed the highest electron 

mobility of 3.0 cm2V−1s−1 with Ion/Ioff as high as 106 for the films 

annealed at 160 C. The overall greater electron mobility 

observed for these 2D π-expanded QOTs compared to the linear 

QOTs was ascribed to the O−S and/or S−S intramolecular 

interactions and the favourable “brick-layer” arrangement in 

the solid state due to the expanded π-surface and steric 

hindrance that resulted in an exclusive E,E-configuration. The 

better performance of S22a than that of S23a was attributed to 

the formation of J-aggregates, higher crystallinity (verified by 

XRD), as well as larger grains (visualized by AFM) of the former. 

The results indicated that the orientation of the thieno[3,4-

b]thiophene units has a huge impact on the molecular packing 

motif and electron transport. It should be noted that the ID
1/2-

VGS curve of the S22a based devices showed a “kinked” 

nonlinear pattern and the mobilities were extracted from the 

low VGS region. OFET devices based on S22a and S23a showed 

good air stability owing to their very deep LUMO energies. 

Later, Zhang et al. reported another series of 2DQTT 

semiconductors, where the 2-ehtylhexyl side chains on the 

central 4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione moiety in S22a 

and S23a were replaced by either branched 2-octyldodecyl 

(S22b and S23b) or linear dodecyl (S22c and S23c).74 Despite 

their different side chains, S22b and S23c have the same HOMO 

and LUMO energies of -5.59 and -4.44 eV and S23b and S23c 

have the same HOMO and LUMO levels of -5.57 and -4.54 eV, 

respectively. While S23b displayed the lowest electron mobility 

of ~0.1 cm2V-1s-1, the linear alkyl substituted S22c and S23c 

showed much higher electron mobilities of 0.36 and 0.48 cm2V-

1s-1, respectively. A surprisingly high electron mobility of 5.2 

cm2V-1s-1 was achieved for S22b, which was attributed to its co-

facial molecular packing forming a 2D brickwork motif that 

promotes π-overlap and 2D charge transport. In contrast, S22c 

formed a herringbone motif with edge-to-face orientation 

 

Figure 8. Dicyanomethylene-terminated quinoidal oligothiophenes (QOTs) with 
fused structures. 
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(orthogonal) packing that can only promote 1D charge 

transport. Similar to S22a, the ID
1/2VGS curves for the S22b and 

S22c are also kinked and the mobilities reported were the 

highest values in the low VGS region. It is rather interesting to 

note that all compounds with the distal regiochemistry (2DQTT-

o) showed the kinked ID
1/2VGS curves while the compounds 

with the proximal (2DQTT-i) regiochemistry showed ID
1/2VGS 

curves that fit the MOSFET model better. Further investigation 

into the influence of the regiochemistry of these series of 

compounds on the non-ideal OFET behaviour may be 

warranted. 

A furan–thiophene quinoidal compound, S24 (TFT-CN), was 

recently reported by Li et al.75 It was found that TFT-CN existed 

as a cis–cis structure in the solid state, which is different from 

the all thiophene analogue (TTT-CN) that was previously 

reported to have a trans–trans structure in crystals.96 S24 has 

LUMO and HOMO energies of -4.15eV and -5.72 eV, 

respectively, which are only very slightly higher than those of 

TTT-CN (-4.22 eV/-5.74 eV). The spin coated S24 films annealed 

at 150 C exhibited remarkably high electron mobilities of up to 

1.1 cm2V-1s-1, while the corresponding TTT-CN based transistors 

showed much lower mobilities with a maximum value of 0.05 

cm2V-1s-1. The significant improvement in the mobility by 

incorporating a furan unit in S24 was explained by the desirable 

molecular packing with the - stacking direction parallel to and 

the c-axis of the unit cell perpendicular to the substrate surface.  

In contrast, the TTT-CN films were comprised of two phase 

structures. When micro-ribbons of S24 were used as the 

channel semiconductor to minimize the grain boundaries, 

electron mobilities as high as 7.7 cm2V-1s-1 were achieved. 

2.5. Isoindigo derivatives 

The building blocks based on isoindigo and its derivatives 

are electron-deficient, which have recently been extensively 

studied for constructing high mobility n-type materials. In 2015 

Xu et al. reported two isoindigo derivative S25a and S25b 

(Figure 9) based on the fusion of benzothiophene or benzofuran 

and isoindigo.76 The LUMO energies of S25a and S25b are 

determined by CV measurements to be -3.72 eV and -3.73 eV, 

respectively. Under ambient conditions the spin coated S25a 

films exhibited n-channel dominant ambipolar charge transport 

performance with electron and hole mobilities of up to 0.011 

cm2V-1s-1 and 5.72  10-4 cm2V-1s-1, respectively, in OFETs. On 

the other hand, S25b showed unipolar n-type semiconductor 

performance with higher electron mobilities of up to 0.074 

cm2V-1s-1. The better performance observed for S25b was 

explained by the higher crystallinity and better morphology 

(with less and smaller grain boundaries) than S25a. 

 (3E,7E)-3,7-Bis(2-oxoindolin-3-ylidene)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-

b’]difuran-2,6(3H,7H)-dione (IBDF)97 (also termed as BDPPV,98 

BDOPV78 or BIBDF99), which can be viewed as a fused ring 

structure formed through insertion of benzodifurandione into 

an isoindigo unit, has been recently discovered to be an 

excellent electron deficient building block for high mobility n-

type small molecule and polymer semiconductors. A non-

peripherally substituted BDOPV, S26a, has a LUMO energy of -

3.64 eV and a HOMO of -5.98 eV.77 Single crystals of S26a 

showed unipolar n-type semiconductor performance with very 

high electron mobility of up to 3.25 cm2V-1s-1 and Ion/Ioff of >106 

in OFETs. By substitution at the 6-postion of the indole moieties 

with fluorine atoms, the resulting tetra-fluorinated BDOPV, 

S26b, exhibited lower LUMO and HOMO energies of -3.84 eV 

and -6.18 eV, respective. Single crystals of S26b showed slightly 

lower electron mobilities of 2.60 cm2V-1s-1 than those of S26a. 

When the fluorine substitution was at the 5-positions of the 

indole moieties, the product S26c displayed similar LUMO and 

HOMO energies (-3.84 eV and -6.13 eV) as those of S26b. 

However, this compound exhibited much higher electron 

mobilities of up to 6.55 cm2V-1s-1.  When both 5- and 6-positions 

were substituted with fluorine atoms, the tetrafluorinated 

product S26d showed deeper LUMO and HOMO energies of -

4.03 eV and -6.32 eV, respectively. Ultrahigh electron mobilities 

of up to 12.6 cm2V-1s-1 were achieved for the devices with single 

crystal S26d in TGBC OFETs.78 The high electron transport 

performance of this molecule was interpreted by its antiparallel 

cofacial packing in the single crystal, which generates a large 

charge transfer integral along the π–π stacking direction. 

Further increasing the fluorine substituents to six, the resulting 

S26e has even lower LUMO and HOMO energies of -4.10 eV and 

-6.40 eV, respectively.77 However, the electron mobilities of this 

compound dropped with the highest value of 4.66 cm2V-1s-1. All 

devices based on these series of compounds showed less than 

 

Figure 9. Isoindigo (IID) and its derivatives. 

 

Figure 10. Transfer curves of OFETs based on (a) S26a, (b) S26b, (c) S26c, (d) 
S26d, and (e) S26e. (f) Stability of the devices in air at room temperature (RH = 
50−60%). Reproduced with permission from ref 77. Copyright 2015 American 
Chemical Society.  
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20% degradation when kept in ambient air (relative humidity, 

RH = 50–60%) for 30 days (Figure 10). 

Indophenine has a quinoidal bithiophene core flanked by 

two indole units, which was first reported by Baeyer in 1879 and 

has been used as blue dyestuff since.100 Hwang et al. 

synthesized soluble N-dodecyl substituted indophenine, S27a 

(QBT), and a biselenophene analogue, S27b (QBS).79 Both 

compounds showed ambipolar charge transport performance 

in OFETs due to their relatively low LUMO (-3.76 eV for S27a and 

-3.73 eV for S27b) and high HOMO (-5.25 eV for S27b and -5.33 

eV for S27b) energies that facilitate the injection and transport 

of both electrons and holes. The electron and hole mobilities 

are ~10-310-2 cm2V-1s-1 for both compounds with S27b 

performing slightly better. To further lower the energy levels in 

order to realize unipolar n-type semiconductor performance, 

Deng et al. recently successfully oxidized the sulphur atoms in 

the thiophene units of N-dodecyl substituted indophenines to 

prepare a series of thiophene-S,S-dioxidized indophenine 

(IDTO) compounds, S28a, S28b, and S28c.80 The LUMO and 

HOMO energies of S28a are significantly lowered to -3.99 eV 

and -5.85 eV, respectively. The 5- and 6-bromo substituted 

compound, S28b and S28c, showed even lower LUMO (-4.12 eV 

and –4.18 eV, respectively) and HOMO (-6.33 eV and -6.30 eV, 

respectively) energies. As a result, all three IDTO compounds 

exhibited unipolar n-type semiconductor performance in OFETs 

with Au contacts. S28a showed electron mobilities of up to 0.04 

cm2V-1s-1 in OFETs. S28b showed improved mobilities of up to 

0.07 cm2v-1s-1. The highest electron mobility of 0.11 cm2V-1s-1 

was achieved for S28c. It should be noted that S27a and S27b 

are each a mixture of inseparable six isomers. By introducing 

oxygen atoms on thiophenes, S28a, S28b, and S28c only 

consisted of the pure (E,E,E) isomers after heating at a 

moderate temperature of ~100 C, suggesting that the 

incorporated oxygen atoms on thiophenes may exert some 

steric effect to prevent the formation of other isomers. 

Therefore, in addition to the lowered LUMO energy, the 

existence of a single isomer might also contribute to the higher 

electron mobilities of S28 than those of S27.   

3. Polymeric n-type semiconductors 
3.1. Rylene diimide-based polymers 

Among various n-type rylene diimide-based polymers 

reported in the past few years, NDI-based copolymers are the 

most studied for various applications including OFETs and 

OPVs.41,101 The best known n-type polymer, poly {[N,N′- bis(2-

octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-

diyl]-alt-5,5′-(2,2′-bithiophene)} (P1a, P(NDI2OD-T2), in Figure 

11), also known as N2200, was first reported by Watson et al. 
102 in 2008 and was later studied for n-channel OTFTs by 

Fachetti, Watson, Jenekhe, et al. 103,31,104,105 P1a has been the 

most extensively investigated n-type polymer for OFETs and all-

polymer solar cells to date.106–110 P1a has a low LUMO energy of 

ca. -4 eV, which is sufficient for achieving stable electron 

transport. P1a showed n-type semiconductor performance with 

high electron mobilities of up to 0.85 cm2V-1s-1 in TGBC devices 

and ~0.2 cm2V-1s-1 in BGTC devices when measured under 

ambient conditions.31 TGBC devices showed almost no change 

in performance after stored in air for up to 30 weeks, while the 

BGTC devices were less stable. Several strategies have been 

adopted aiming to improve the performance of this polymer in 

 

Figure 11. Rylene diimide-based polymers. 
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Compound Acronym ELUMO/EHOMO, ev 

Device structure-source-drain 
material/deposition method (SX: 

single crystal; VD: vacuum 
deposition; SP: spin coating; SD: 

drop coating 

e or  

e/h, cm2V-1s-1 
Ion/Ioff Vth, V Test atm. 

% of initial e/ 
storage time in 

ambient air 
Year [Ref.] 

P1a 

 

P(NDI2OD-T2) 

 

-3.91/-5.36 [103] 

TGBC-Au /SP 

BGTC-Au /SP 

BGTC-Au/DC 

0.85 

0.2 

1.22 

106-107 

 

105 

5–20 

 

41.66 

air  

air  

N2 

100%/30w 

~20%/16 w 103 
2009 [31] 

2009 [31] 

2016 [111] 

P1b P(NDI2HD-T2)  BGTC-Au/DC 1.90 104 35.9 N2  2016 [111] 

P1c P(NDI2DT-T2)  BGTC-Au/DC 0.39 104 34.8 N2  2016 [111] 

P1d P(NDI2SiC6-T2) -3.83/-5.27 TGBC-Au/SP 1.04 103 21.6 N2  2015 [112] 

P1e PNDIF-T2 -4.01/-5.62 
BGTC-Au/SP 

BGTC-Au/CN-SPa 

3.93 

6.5 

105 

 

7.3 

14.4 

air  

 

100%/3mo 
2016 [113] 

P2a PNDI2DT-TVT -4.00/-5.42 
TGBC-Au/SP 

TGBC-Cs2CO3-Au/SP 

1.4/0.14 

1.80 

103/10 

106  

9.89/-72 

12.60 
N2 

 
2013 [114] 

P2b P(NDI2SiC6-TVT) -3.96/-5.36 TGBC-Au/SP 0.93 103 33.6 N2  2015 [112] 

P2c PNDIF-TVT -3.99/-5.38 
BGTC-Au/SP 

BGTC-Au/CN-SPa 

3.75 

5.64 

105 

105 

18.3 

14.7 
air  

100%/3mo 
2016 [113] 

P3 PNDI-SVS -3.98/-5.29 
TGBC-Au-SD/SP 

TGBC-Au/Cs2CO3-SD/SP 

2.4/(amibi) 

0.5 

103 

104 

14.6 

 
N2 

 
2016 [115] 

P4a PNBS -3.77/-5.84 TGBC-Au-SD/SP 8.5/1.7  57/-75 air ~100/100d 2017 [116] 

P4b PNBSF -3.85/-6.24 TGBC-Au-SD/SP 3.5  48 air  2017 [116] 

P4c PNBT -3.81/-5.90 TGBC-Au-SD/SP 3.1/0.7  38 air ~100/100d 2017 [116] 

P4d PNBTF -3.88/-6.20 TGBC-Au-SD/SP 2.2  60 air  2017 [116] 

P4e PNBO -3.98/-5.90 TGBC-Au-SD/SP 2.43 103 42 air ~100/70d 2017 [117] 

P5 
P(NDI2DT-DTYA2-

1T) 
-4.25/-5.82 BGBC-Au/SP 0.38 106 -4.32 N2 

 
2014 [118] 

P6a  -3.9/-5.9 BGTC-Al/SP 0.013 104  N2  2007 [119,120] 

P6b PPP24-H -3.7/-5.8 BGTC-Al/SP 0.05 105 8 N2  2012 [121] 

P6c  -4.0/-5.8 BGBC-Au/SP 0.075   Air  45% /6d 2013 [122] 

P7 PBFI-T -3.80/-5.45 BGTC-Ag/SP 0.30   N2  2013 [123] 

P8a PDBT-HD -3.68/-5.40 BGTC-Au/SP 0.057/0.024   N2  2012 [124] 

P8b N-CS2DPP-OD-TEG -3.66/-5.38 
BGBC-Au/SP 

TGBC-Al-Au/SP 

0.01/0.01 

3 

 

104 
 N2 

 
2012 [125] 

P9 PDPP-TBT -4.0/-5.2 BGTC-Au/SP 0.40/0.35   N2  2010 [126] 

P10 PDBTAZ -4.24/-5.67 

TGBC-Au/SP 

TGBC-Au-PEI/SP 

TGBC-Au/PEI-SP 

0.41/0.36 

0.53 

0.88 

 

104 

103-104 

 

 

21 

N2 

 2012 [127] 

2014 [128] 

2015 [129] 

P11 PDPPTPT-CN -3.71/-5.63 BGTC-Au-SD/SP 0.18/ 8.6 × 10-3 102/103 45/-55 air  2015 [130] 

P12a PDBTz 
-3.75/-5.54 

 

BGTC-Ag/Al/SP 

TGBC, Ag-PEIE/SPb 

0.21 

0.31 

105 

105 

7.8 

4.0 

air (RH=55-
60%) 

75%/5mo 

 
2015 [131] 

P12b PDBTz -3.63/-5.56 TGBC-Au/SP 0.53/5.9×10-2 105/106  N2  2016 [132] 

P13 PDPP4Tz ca. -3.9~-4.1/-5.71 BGBC-/SP 0.07 105  N2 
100% (tested in 

N2)/4 mo (RH=55-
60%) 

2016 [133] 

P14 PDBPyBT -4.33/-5.69 

TGBC-Au-SD/SP 

TGBC-Au-PEI/ SPc 

TGBC-Au/PEI-SPd 

6.30/2.78 

1.42 

0.95 

103/103 

103 

103 

 

 

4 

N2 

 2014 [134] 

2014 [128] 

2015 [129] 

P15 PDBPyTT -4.3/-5.7 
TGBC-Au/SP 

TGBC-Au-PEI/SPc 

3.36/2.04 

2.38/0.20 

 

103 

 

5/10 
N2 

 
2015 [135] 

P16 PAIID-BT-C3 -3.64/-5.67 
BGBC-Au/SP 

TGBC-Au/SP 

-/7.28 

0.78/2.33 
  air 

 
2016 [136] 

P17 PAIIDSe -4.0/-5.6 TGBC/SP 0.5/0.2   N2  2016 [137] 

P18 PAIIDBT -4.1/-5.8 TGBC/SP 1.0 106  N2  2016 [137] 

P19 PIBDF-T -4.43/-5.79 BGBC-Au/SP 
5.4×10-3 

8.2×10-3/1.0×10-2 

104 

 
 

N2 

air 

 
2013 [97] 

P20b BDOPV-2T -4.15/-5.72 TGBC-Au/SP 1.74 104~105 44 
air (RH=40-

50%) 
22%/15d 

2013 [138] 

P20c PIBDFBT-37 -3.87/-5.72 BGBC-Au/SP 0.35/0.20   N2  2015 [139] 

P21 F4BDOPV-2T -4.32/-5.96 TGBC-Au/SP 14.9 (1.24)e 103-104 -17 
air (RH=50-

60%) (30 
days) 

60%/30d 
2016 [23] 

P22 AzaBDOPV-2T -4.37/-5.80 TGBC-Au/SP 3.22 104-105  
air (RH=50-

60%) 
 

2016 [140] 

P23 BDOPV−TT -3.88/-5.70 TGBC-Au/SP 1.37/1.70  33/-65 air (70 days) 50%/70d 2015 [141] 

P24 BDPPV -4.10/-6.12 TGBC-Au/SP 1.1 105 5 air (30 days) 30%/30d 2013 [98] 

P25 PIDTOTT -3.98/-5.92 BGBC-Au/SP 0.14 104 1.8 N2  2016 [142] 

P26 PIDTOBT -4.09/-5.78 BGBC-Au-SD/SP 0.18 105 2.3 N2  2016 [143] 

aChloronaphthalene (CN) was added as a solvent additive. bPEIE modified source and drain. cPEI modified source and drain. dPolymer is n-doped with PEI. eValues are obtained in low (high) VG region. 

Table 2 Summary of properties of n-type polymer semiconductors. 
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OFETs. Among them, side chain engineering is proven a very 

effective approach. Lee et al.111 synthesized a series of NDI-

bithiophene-based copolymers (P(NDIR-T2)) with different alkyl 

side chains, 2-hexyldecyl (2-HD) (P1b), 2-octyldodecyl (2-OD) 

(P1a), and 2-decyltetradecyl (2-DT) (P1c), which showed 

notable differences in their morphology, crystalline structures, 

and ultimately charge transport performance. They found that 

the electron mobility of these polymers in BGTC OFETs increases 

with the shortening of the alkyl side chains. The highest mobility 

of 1.90 cm2V-1s-1 was achieved for P1b, which is much higher 

than those of P1a (1.22 cm2V-1s-1) and P1c (0.39 cm2V-1s-1). The 

improved mobility of P1b was explained by the shorter 

intermolecular - distance of this polymer compared with the 

other two, which facilitated the interchain charge hopping. 

The hybrid siloxane terminated side chains were used for p-

type isoindigo polymers and an enhancement in the hole 

mobility was observed.144 Kim et al. incorporated the hybrid 

siloxane-terminated hexyl chain (SiC6) to NDI to form 

P(NDI2SiC6-T2) (P1d).112 P1d showed much better mobility of 

1.04 cm2V-1s-1 than that of the benchmark P1a (0.32 cm2V-1s-1) 

in OFETS fabricated and tested under same conditions. The XRD 

results revealed that in P1d the polymer chains formed quite 

balanced face-on and edge-on orientations rather than one 

preferred orientation. In addition, P1d exhibited much stronger 

- stacking interaction evidenced by its stronger (010) 

diffraction peak. These factors might have contributed to its 

enhanced charge transport performance compared to P1a. 

Kang et al. synthesized another NDI-T2 polymer, P1e, with 

semifluoroalkyl (−(CH2)5(CF2)7CF3) side chains to replace 

hydrocarbon side chains.113 BGTC OFETs using spin coated 

polymer films with chloroform as a solvent exhibited high 

electron mobility of 3.93 cm2V-1s-1. Devices showed no obvious 

degradation in performance after exposure to air for three 

months. With the addition of a higher boiling point additive, 1-

chloronaphthalene, to the solvent, the obtained polymer films 

showed even high electron mobilities of up to 6.5 cm2V-1s-1, 

owing to the improved chain packing. Two-dimensional grazing-

incidence X-ray diffraction (2D GIXD) data (Figure 12) indicated 

that the P1e film showed intense (00l) reflections along the in-

plane direction, while P1a with branched alkyl side chains 

showed no corresponding reflections. It was believed that the 

introduction of the semifluoroalkyl side chains in P1e can make 

the polymer backbone more rigid and strengthen the self-

organization of the side chains themselves, forming a 

superstructure composed of “backbone crystals” and “side-

chain crystals”. The rigid backbone organization was considered 

to be mainly responsible for the enhanced charge transport of 

P1e. The AFM images of these two polymers also showed 

distinct differences. The P1a film had small irregular grains, 

while the P1e film was consisted of much larger, elongated 

grains with better connectivity (shown in Figure 12 and in the 

Supporting Information of paper).113 However, this polymer 

showed slight hole transport behaviour with hole mobilities two 

orders of magnitude lower than the electron mobilities. 

Efforts have also been made to alter the bithiophene donor 

unit in NDI-T2 to thiophene-vinylene-thiophene (TVT) since the 

use of TVT has met successes in other types of polymers. TVT 

has a highly coplanar structure, which can facilitate the polymer 

main chain packing and reduce the - stacking distance.145 An 

NDI-TVT polymer with 2-decyltetradecyl side chains, P2a, was 

reported by Kim et al.114 Incorporation of TVT raised the HOMO 

energy to -5.42 eV, but the LUMO energy remained similar at -

4.0 eV compared to the NDI-T2 polymer, P1a. As a result, 

ambipolar charge transport was observed for P2a in OFETs with 

Au as contacts. When Cs2CO3 was used to modify the Au contact 

surface to reduce the work function, unipolar electron transport 

was achieved due to the increased hole injection barrier. High 

electron mobility of up to 1.8 cm2V-1s-1 was obtained. The 

improved charge transport was attributed to the improved π-π 

intermolecular interaction. The devices also showed good air 

and bias stress stabilities. Side chain engineering was also 

conducted on NDI-TVT polymers. With the hybrid siloxane 

terminated hexyl (SiC6) side chains, P2b showed a highest 

electron mobility of 0.93 cm2V-1s-1,112 which is better than that 

of P1a, but lower than that of its corresponding NDI-TVT 

polymer P2a. Kang et al. prepared an NDI-TVT polymer P2c with 

semifluoroalkyl (−(CH2)5(CF2)7CF3) hexyl side chains on NDI to 

make P2c.113 P2c showed good solubility in some common 

organic solvents such as chloroform and chlorobenzene. As with 

P1e, it was also found that these side chains improved the 

 

Figure 12. (a) 2D GIXD patterns of thin films of P1e (PNDIF-T2), P2c (PNDIF-TVT, 
P1a (PNDI2OD-T2) and P2a(PNDI2DT-TVT) thermally annealed at 250 °C. The 
insets are the AFM height images of the corresponding thin films, where the scale 
bars are 500 nm. (b) The corresponding GIXD diffractogram profiles along the 
out-of-plane and in-plane directions. Reproduced with permission from ref. 113. 
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.  
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packing of the rigid polymer backbone evidenced by the 2D-

GIXD and AFN data (Figure 12). Very high electron mobility of 

up to 5.64 cm2V-1s-1 was obtained for in TGBC devices with 

polymer films processed using chloroform as the solvent with 

the aid of a solvent additive, 1-chloronaphthalene. The 

transistor performance was almost unchanged in ambient air 

after three months. 

Selenophene-vinylene-selenophene (SVS) has been used as 

a donor unit and produced some of the best performing p-type 

polymer semiconductors such as a DPP-SVS polymer, which 

demonstrated an ultrahigh mobility of ~12 cm2V-1s-1.21 Very 

recently, SVS was used as the donor unit to form an NDI-SVS 

polymer, P3.115 The HOMO energy increased to -5.29 eV, while 

the LUMO energy kept similar at -3.98 eV in comparison to P2a. 

High electron mobilities of up to 2.4 cm2V-1s-1 were achieved in 

TGBC OFETs with P3 films spin coated and annealed at 250 C, 

better than that of its NDI-TVT counterpart P2a (1.8 cm2V-1s-1). 

However, P3 also showed hole transport performance due to its 

high HOMO energy, which facilitates the hole injection and 

transport. By introducing a thin Cs2CO3 layer between the Au 

source/drain and the semiconductor layer, unipolar n-type 

OFET performance with electron mobility of up to 0.5 cm2V-1s-1 

was realized for the as-cast polymer films.  

Recently, Zhao et al.116 used the comonomer blocks, 

selenophene-benzothiadiazole-selenophene and thiophene-

benzothiadiazole-thiophene, to make a series of NDI polymers, 

P4a-d (Figure 11).  The incorporation of the weak acceptor 

benzothiadiazole aimed to fine-tune the electronic structure 

and thus the charge transport property of the polymer.  P4a and 

P4b with selenophene as the donor units exhibited much higher 

electron mobilities than P4c and P4d that have thiophene 

donors, which was explained by the much better film forming 

ability of P4a and P4b due to the presence of selenophene. The 

highest electron mobility of 8.5 cm2V-1s-1 among these series 

was achieved for P4a in a TGBC device. P4a and P4c, which have 

LUMO/HOMO energies of -3.77 eV/-5.84 eV and -3.81 eV/-5.90 

eV, showed ambipolar charge transport performance. By 

incorporating two fluoro substituents to benzothiadiazole, the 

resulting P4b and P4d showed slightly lower LUMO energies of 

-3.85 eV and 3.88 eV as well as much lower HOMO energies of -

6.20 eV and -6.24 eV, respectively. The fluoro substitution on 

the benzothiadiazole seems mainly contributed to the lowering 

of the HOMO energies, which would build up higher energy 

barriers for hole injection. As a result, these two polymers 

showed unipolar n-type semiconductor performance with the 

maximum electron mobilities of 3.5 and 2.2 cm2V-1s-1, 

respectively, which are lower than their corresponding non-

fluoro counterparts, P4a and P4c. The lower solubility and thus 

poor film quality of P4b and P4d might be contributed to their 

poor performance. The TGBC devices of P4a and P4c showed 

excellent stability in air. After 100 days in air, the devices 

showed negligible changes in performance. In the BGBC 

devices, all the polymers showed much lower performance with 

electron mobilities in the range of 0.15-0.29 cm2V-1s-1 when 

tested in a N2-filled glove box.   Significant decreases in hole and 

electron mobilities were observed after the devices were 

exposed to ambient air for two hours.  The same group reported 

a similar polymer, P4e, which contains a selenophene- 

benzooxadiazole-selenophene.117 This polymer has a lower 

LUMO energy of -3.98 eV together with a low HOMO energy of 

-5.90 eV, which enabled a unipolar electron-transport 

characteristics of this polymer in OFETs. The TGBC devices 

showed no obvious decay in performance after being stored in 

air for 70 days. The air stability of this polymer in bottom gate 

devices was not reported. 

A core-extended NDI moiety has also been incorporated into 

a polymer backbone of P5, which has low HOMO and LUMO 

energies of -5.82 eV and -4.25 eV, respectively.118 At an 

optimized temperature of 120 C, an electron mobility of 0.38 

cm2V-1s-1 with a high Ion/Ioff of 106 was achieved in BGBC devices. 

Another rylene diimide building block, PDI, has also gained 

considerable attention as it has demonstrated gradual 

improvement in performance in both OFETs and OPVs.146 The 

initially reported PDI-based polymer, P6a, exhibited modest 

unipolar electron mobilities of up to 1.3  10-2 cm2V-1s-1.119,120 

Marked improvements were later reported with the inclusion of 

a phenothiazine comonomer, P6b, with electron mobilities 

approaching 0.05 cm2V-1s-1 with Ion/Ioff of 105 for devices 

measured in nitrogen.121 By introducing acetylene linkages, the 

resulting polymer P6c has a lower LUMO energy and a higher 

HOMO energy than those of P6a without the acetylene linkages, 

due to the more coplanar structure and thus more extended 

conjugation of the former.122 Increased electron mobility of up 

to 0.075 cm2V-1s-1 with Ion/Ioff of 106 were achieved. More 

importantly, due to the lowered LUMO energy of P6c, the 

devices showed good stability in ambient air with 45% retention 

of the mobility after being stored in air for 6 days. 

A tetraazabenzodifluoranthene diimide based polymer, P7, 

reported by Jenekhe et al. has two-dimensional π-conjugation 

in parallel and normal to the main chain.123 XRD analysis 

revealed that the polymer chains in the drop cast films adopted 

a lamellar packing motif with a very short - distance of 0.35 

nm, which would facilitate the charge transport in the third 

dimension (the -stacking direction). High electron mobilities of 

up to 0.30 cm2V-1s-1 were achieved in BGTC devices with Ag 

contacts in nitrogen for the films annealed at 200 C. The LUMO 

energy of this polymer, -3.8 eV, seems insufficient for achieving 

air stability of the operating devices with this polymer.  

 
3.2. DPP polymers 

Diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) is a strong electron acceptor 

building block and some DPP based polymers represent the best 

performing polymer semiconductors for OFETs,11,21 although 

the high mobility values obtained for some DPP polymers were 

thought to be overestimated36 because their ID1/2VGS curves 

exhibited nonlinear kinks (as illustrated in Figure 3B). A DPP 

compound prepared by the common synthetic routes is 

accompanied by two flanking aromatic units. Thiophene is the 

mostly used flanking units to DPP because of its small steric 

effect that can keep the DPP2T (or DBT) structure highly 

coplanar, a feature that is desirable for achieving high carrier 

mobility. However, the electron donating effect of the flanking 

thiophene units raises the HOMO energy. Therefore, the 

polymers with the DBT backbone, e.g., P8a124 and P8b125 (Figure 
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13), have a rather high HOMO energy of -5.4 eV, although their 

LUMO energy of -3.7 eV is sufficiently low for stable electron 

transport. Thus, P8a and P8b exhibited ambipolar charge 

transport performance with quite balanced electron and hole 

mobilities on the order of 10-2 cm2V-1s-1 in BGTC or BGBC devices 

when Au was used as source and drain contacts. When a TGBC 

structure with unsymmetrical contacts, Al as the source and Au 

as the drain, was used, unipolar n-type semiconductor 

performance with high electron mobilities of up to 3 cm2V-1s-1 

were obtained for P8b.125 This is mainly due to the low work 

function of AI, which would block the hole injection and 

facilitate the electron injection. The fluorine polymer Cytop 

used as dielectric material might also be helpful for reducing the 

electron traps compared to the SiO2 dielectric used in the 

bottom gate devices where the residue of Si-OH groups might 

serve as electron traps. Combining DPP2T with an electron 

acceptor comonomer benzothiadiazole unit led to a copolymer 

P9,126 which showed a lower LUMO energy of -4.0 eV, but a 

higher HOMO energy of -5.2 eV compared to P8. This polymer 

showed ambipolar charge transport with high and balanced 

electron and hole mobilities of up to 0.40 cm2V-1s-1 and 0.35 
cm2V-1s-1, respectively. The large fused benzothiadiazole spacer 

might strengthen the - interaction and increase the - 

overlapping, which are beneficial for the interchain charge 

transport along the -stacks. 

In order to promote the electron transport, Hong et al. used 

an electron deficient azine (C=N–N=C) unit to link DPP2T units 

through a convenient catalyst-free Schiff base type 

polymerization.127 The formed polymer P10 (PDBTAZ) showed 

a very low LUMO energy of -4.24 eV and a slightly lower HOMO 

energy of -5.34 eV compared to most DPP2T-donor type 

copolymers. P10 showed good electron transport property with 

the highest electron mobility of 0.41 cm2V-1s-1. However, similar 

hole mobilities of up to 0.36 cm2V-1s-1 were also observed. Since 

Au was used as the contact material, the HOMO energy of this 

polymer would be inadequately low to block the hole injection. 

Another electron withdrawing comonomer unit, 

dicyacypenylene, was used by Xiong et al.130 to form a polymer 

P11. This polymer has a very low HOMO energy of -5.63 eV and 

yet a relatively low LUMO energy of -3.71 eV. The OFET devices 

showed good electron transport performance with electron 

mobilities of up to 0.18 cm2V-1s-1. The lowered HOMO energy 

could build a larger hole injection barrier; however, weak hole 

transport (with hole mobility of 8.6 × 10-3 cm2V-1s-1) was still 

observed.  

Reichmanis et al. used the electron deficient bithiazole as 

the comonomer unit to DPP2T.131 The polymer P12a showed a 

highest electron mobility of 0.3 cm2V-1s-1 in OFETs, where low 

work function Ca and polyethylenimine ethoxylated (PEIE)-

modified Ag were used as contact electrodes in BGTC and TGBC 

devices, respectively, in order to facilitate the electron 

injection. The use of these low work function contacts also had 

an effect on the blocking of hole injection, thus realizing the 

observed unipolar n-type semiconductor performance of this 

polymer. A similar polymer P12b reported by Guo et al.132 

showed n-type-dominant ambipolar charge transport 

performance in TGBC OFETs with the high work function Au as 

contacts. P12b showed better electron mobilities of up to 0.53 

cm2V-1s-1 along with hole mobilities of up to 4.8 × 10-2 cm2V-1s-1. 

The improved electron mobility of P12b compared to P12a 

might be due to their different monomers and polymerization 

methods, direct arylation for P12b and Stille coupling for P12a, 

 
Figure 13. Diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)-based polymers. 
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which led to different types and amounts of structural defects 

in these two polymers. With a replacement of the flanking 

thiophenes to the DPP unit with thiazoles, the polymer P13 

exhibited unipolar electron mobilities as high as 0.067 cm2V-1s-1 

with modest Ion/Ioff of 104-105 in BGBC devices with Au contacts 

when measured in nitrogen.133 The electron affinity (EA) of this 

polymer was estimated to be between 3.9 eV and 4.1 eV, using 

the ionization potential (IP = 5.71 eV) measured by UPS and the 

band gap (1.34 eV) measured by UV-Vis. The high IP or low 

HOMO energy of this polymer would block the hole injection. 

To evaluate air stability, devices were stored in ambient air (25 

°C and 50−60% RH) and characterized periodically in nitrogen by 

removing the absorbed air under a vacuum before the 

measurement. Devices showed no appreciable degradation in 

performance after 4 months, indicating the good air stability of 

the devices owing to the high IP/EA values of this polymer.  

Sun et al. replaced the electron rich thiophene units in 

DPP2T with the electron deficient 2-pyridine units.134 The 

connection of DPP to the 2-positions of the pyridine units is 

crucial to maintain the high coplanarity of the DPP2Py (or DBPy) 

building block. The copolymer of DPP2Py and bithiophene, P14, 

has LUMO and HOMO energies of -4.33 eV and -5.69 eV, 

respectively, which are much lower than those of the 

corresponding polymer using DPP2T, PDQT.147 P14 showed a 

very high electron mobility of 6.3 cm2V-1s-1 in TGBC OFETs. The 

very high electron mobility achieved by P14 was accounted 

mainly for by the extremely high crystallinity, which was verified 

by the intense X-ray diffraction peaks as well as the large 

crystalline domains shown in the AFM image of the spin coated 

polymer film (Figure 14). While the very low LUMO energy of 

P14 is very beneficial for the electron injection and transport, 

the HOMO energy of -5.69 eV seems insufficient to block the 

hole injection when Au, which has a work function of ~5.1 eV. 

Therefore, high hole mobilities of up to 2.78 cm2V-1s-1 were also 

observed. Another copolymer of DPP2Py with thieno[3.2-

b]thiophene, P15,135 showed similar LUMO and HOMO energies 

as those of P14. With pure Au contacts, the TGBC OFETs with 

P15 showed high electron and hole mobilities of 3.36 cm2V-1s-1 

and 2.04 cm2V-1s-1, respectively. To block the hole injection, a 

thin layer of polyethylenimine (PEI) was used to modify the Au 

contact surface, which led to a reduction of the work function 

of the electrode down to 3.2 eV. With the PEI modified Au 

contacts, unipolar n-type semiconductor performance was 

realized. High electron mobility of up to 2.38 cm2V-1s-1 was 

achieved. Surface modification of the contact electrodes by PEI 

was also proven a simple and versatile approach to converting 

ambipolar OFETs to unipolar n-channel OFETs for several other 

ambipolar polymers.128 

 
3.3. Isoindigo derivatives based polymers 

Isoindigo (IID) is an electron acceptor building block and the 

D-A polymers based IID have achieved high hole mobilities in 

OFETs.148 However, the electron affinity of IID is insufficient to 

bring down the LUMO energy low enough to achieve stable 

electron transport characteristics. Huang et al. replaced the 

benzene ring in IID with the more electron-withdrawing 

pyridine to form 7,7-diazaisoindigo (AIID).136 A copolymer of 

AIID and bithiophene, P16 (Figure 15), possesses LUMO and 

HOMO energies of -3.64 eV and -5.67 eV, respectively, 

determined by the CV measurements. In BGBC OFET devices, 

unipolar p-type semiconductor performance with a maximum 

hole mobility of 7.28 cm2V-1s-1 was achieved. On the other hand, 

in the TGBC devices, ambipolar charge transport with the 

maximum hole and electron mobilities of 2.33 and 0.78 cm2V-1s-

1, respectively, was achieved. The observation of electron 

transport behavior in the TGBC devices is due to the 

encapsulation effect of the dielectric and gate electrode layers 

above the polymer semiconductor, which could prevent the 

exposure of the semiconductor to the oxygen and moisture in 

the ambient environment. These results again demonstrated 

that a polymer with a LUMO energy above ca. -3.7 eV cannot 

achieve electron transport in ambient air. 

Recently, McCulloch at al. reported a copolymer of AIID and 

selenophene (a weaker electron donor than thiophene), P17, 

which has a rather low LUMO energy of -4.0 eV.137 This low 

LUMO energy facilitated electron injection and enabled 

electron transport. Electron mobilities as high as 0.5 cm2V-1s-1 

were obtained in TGBC OFETs. However, the HOMO energy is at 

-5.6 eV, which seems not low enough to suppress hole injection 

and transport and thus this polymer showed ambipolar charge 

transport performance although the electron transport is more 

favored. When the electron accepting benzothiadiazole was 

used as a comonomer unit, the resulting polymer P18 exhibited 

both lower LUMO and HOMO energies at -4.1 eV and -5.8 eV, 

respectively. Unipolar n-type semiconductor performance was 

 

Figure 14. (a) XRD patterns of spin coated P14 thin films on bare SiO2/Si 
substrates annealed at different annealing temperatures measured in a 
reflection mode using Cu K1 radiation. (b)  XRD pattern of a stack of non-
annealed P14 thin films in a transmission mode using Mo K radiation. (c) AFM 
images (2m × 2m each) of P14 thin films on bare SiO2/Si substrates annealed 
at different temperatures. Reproduced with permission from ref. 134. Copyright 
2014 John Wiley & Sons.  

 

Figure 15. Diazaisoindigo (AIID) based polymers. 
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observed thanks to the reduced HOMO energy of this polymer. 

High electron mobilities of up to 1 cm2V-1s-1 were achieved. DFT 

simulations showed that the AIID-selenophene or AIID-

benzothiazole linkage is quite coplanar with a small dihedral 

angle of 5 due to the less sterically demanding nitrogen atoms 

at the 7-positions of AIID, in sharp contrast with the isoindigo 

analogues, which are much more twisted. This might explain the 

high carrier mobility achieved by P17 and P18.  

 As aforementioned, IBDF is an excellent electron acceptor 

building block for small molecule n-type semiconductors with 

high electron mobility. The first IBDF containing polymer, P19 

(Figure 16) that consists of an IBDF and a thiophene in its repeat 

unit, was reported by Yan et al.97 This polymer has a very low 

LUMO energy of -4.43 eV and also a relatively low HOMO energy 

of -5.79 eV. Unipolar n-type semiconductor performance was 

observed when the BGBC OFET devices were encapsulated with 

PMMA. The highest electron mobility is 5.4  10-3 cm2V-1s-1. 

Interestingly the devices showed enhanced electron mobility up 

to 8.6 ×10-3 cm2V-1s-1 and hole transport characteristics with 

mobility of up to 9.0  10-3 cm2V-1s-1 when the semiconductor 

layer was exposed to ambient air. The enhanced electron 

mobility and appearance of hole transport behavior were 

explained by the doping of the semiconductor layer by oxygen 

and/or moisture in the air. The synthesis of an IBDF-bithiophene 

copolymer, P20a, was also reported in the same paper. 

However, this polymer was found insoluble in any solvents due 

to the strong intermolecular interactions. Later, Lei et al.138 

used a much large branched alkyl substituent containing 40 

carbon atoms on the IBDF unit and the resulting polymer, P20b, 

became readily soluble. Unipolar n-type semiconductor 

performance was observed in both TGBC and BGBC OFETs. The 

highest electron mobility of 1.74 cm2V-1s-1 was achieved for 

TGBC devices when the devices were fabricated in nitrogen. The 

BGBC devices showed electron mobilities of up to 0.13 cm2V-1s-

1, significantly lower than those of the TGBC devices. Similar to 

the phenomenon observed by Yan et al.,97 the devices 

fabricated in ambient air showed ambipolar charge transport 

performance. He et al. reported another IBDF-BT copolymer, 

P20c, using the newly developed ester-type side chains, which 

is much easier to synthesize than the C40 side chain precursor 

in P20b.139 In BGBC OFETs, quite balanced electron and hole 

mobilities of 0.35 cm2V-1s-1 and 0.20 cm2V-1s-1, respectively, 

were obtained. The electron mobilities are similar to those of its 

alkyl side chain counterpart, P20b, in the same BGBC device 

structure.  

To improve the electron affinity of the IBDF core, Zheng et 

al. introduced four fluorine substituents.23 The resulting 

polymer P21 has lower LUMO and HOMO energies of -4.32 and 

-5.96 eV than those of P20b (-4.15 eV and -5.72 eV). The TGBC 

OFET devices with P21 exhibited typical n-type semiconductor 

performance. A record high electron mobility of 14.9 cm2V-1s-1 

was achieved in the TGBC OFETs. The devices based on P21 

showed good air stability with only a 40% drop in mobility (from 

10.6 cm2V-1s-1 to 6.1 cm2V-1s-1) after 30 days exposure to air, 

much better than the devices based on P20b, which showed a 

78% drop in mobility (from 0.96 cm2V-1s-1 to 0.21 cm2V-1s-1). 

However, kinked ID
1/2-VGS curves were observed for the P21-

based OFETs with high mobilities (Figure 17). While a high 

mobility of 14.9 cm2V-1s-1 was calculated in the low VGS region, 

a much lower mobility of 1.24 cm2V-1s-1 in the high VGS region 

 

Figure 16. IBDF (P19-P24) and IDTO (P25 and P26) based polymers.  
Figure 17. (a) and (b)Transfer and output characteristics of a TGBC OFET device based 

on P21 annealed at 160 °C (L = 100 μm, W = 2000 μm) with an electron mobility of 14.9 

cm2V-1s-1 in the saturation regime in the VGS range from -16 to -6 V. (c) Mobilities as a 

function of gate voltage. (D) Stability comparison of the P21 (F4BDOPV-2T) and P20b 

(BDOPV-2T) based devices in ambient air (RH = 50%–60%). Reproduced with permission 

from ref. 23. Copyright 2016 John Wiley & Sons.  
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was obtained using the MOSFET model (Eq. (1)). As mentioned 

earlier, the non-ideal kinked transfer curves might be accounted 

for by an abrupt drop in the gated contact resistance in the low 

VGS region.34,35 For P21, the authors ruled out the solvent to be 

the cause for the non-linear behaviour because similar trends 

were observed for the films deposited by using either o-

dichlorobenzene (ODCB) or 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (TCE).23 

Since a fluorine polymer Cytop, which is known to have few 

electron traps, was used as the dielectric, dielectric trapping is 

also unlikely to be the cause for the non-linear behaviour. The 

authors found that the percentage of devices with non-ideal 

transfer curves decreases with the spin coating speed used for 

fabricating the polymer films. At a low spin speed of 500 rpm, 

all devices showed non-ideal transfer characteristics, while at a 

high spin speed of 2500 rpm, only 19% of the devices showed 

non-ideal behavior (Figure 18). Through 2D-GIXD analysis, it was 

found that the crystallinity or the coherence length in the 

lamellar stacking of the polymer films increases with decreasing 

spin speed. Therefore, it seems that larger crystallite domains 

and better polymer stacking order have led to the non-ideal 

transfer characteristics of the OFETs. Previously, we used 

different routes to synthesize a series of p-type DDP-based 

polymers (PDQT with 2-octyldodecyl (C20) side chains), which 

contained varied amounts of structural defects (homo-coupled 

dimer units).149 We also observed serious deviations of the 

transfer characteristics from the ideal MOSFET model for the 

OFETs with high mobilities. Since all the devices adopted the 

same device structure and were fabricated under the same 

conditions, the difference in the non-linear behavior between 

the high mobility and low mobility devices highly likely 

originated from their semiconductor layers with different 

polymers. Similar to the observation by Pei et al., we found that 

the non-ideal behavior became more apparent with increasing 

crystallinity (or chain packing order) of the polymer films. On 

the other hand, the number of structural defects, molecular 

weight, and thin film morphology do not have obvious 

correlations with the appearance of non-ideal transfer 

characteristics. The results of Pei’s and ours might support the 

explanation by Takeya et al.16 that the mobility at a lower VGS 

represents the in-crystal charge carriers, while the reduction in 

mobility at a higher VGS is contributed by the less ordered 

semiconductor/dielectric interface, where charge carrier 

trapping and scattering occur. If it is the case, the mobility 

extracted at the lower VGS region of the transfer curve may 

reflect the highly ordered, crystalline domains of the 

semiconductor film, rather than being “overestimated”. Hence, 

instead of saying that the contact resistance reduced abruptly 

in the low VGS region, it might be more appropriate to say that 

the contact resistance increased abruptly at the high VGS region, 

which might be due to the participation of the more disordered 

fractions of the polymer chains in the charge transport as the 

VGS increases. The transfer characteristics severely deviated 

from the ideal MOSFET model may be problematic or not useful 

for the practical applications. However, the mobilites extracted 

in the low VGS region using the ideal model may still be helpful 

for the understanding of the structure-charge transport 

relationship, particularly the potential/intrinsic charge 

transport property of the organic semiconductor, to design 

materials with enhanced charge transport performance.     

Further studies are needed to clarify the root cause for the 

“kinked” non-linear transfer characteristics and address this 

issue. For instance, the approach of decreasing crystallinity used 

by Pei et al. to eliminating the non-ideal transfer behaviour 

comes along with a significant reduction of carrier mobility. If 

the opposite approach of increasing crystallinity of the polymer 

films works, it would shed more light on the cause of the non-

ideal transfer characteristics and would be more beneficial for 

improving the OFET performance. 

 Dai et al. introduced the more withdrawing pyridine ring to 

replace the benzene ring in BDOPV to form AzaBDOPV.140 The 

copolymer of this new building block with bithiophene, P22, 

indeed showed lower LUMO/HOMO energies (-4.37 eV/-5.80 

eV) than those of P20b. Unipolar n-type semiconductor 

performance with a highest mobility of 3.22 cm2V-1s-1 was 

achieved. The improved mobility of P22 was considered to be 

due to its lower LUMO and less conformational disorder 

compared to P20b.  

When IBDF and thienothiophene were copolymerized, the 

resulting polymer P23 showed ambipolar transport with well-

balanced electron and hole mobilities of 1.37 cm2V-1s-1 and 1.70 

cm2V-1s-1 in TGBC devices.141 The LUMO and HOMO energies of 

this polymer are -3.93 eV and -5.60 eV, respectively. The higher 

HOMO energy of this polymer compared to P20b might explain 

its enhanced hole transport. However, the same polymer P23 in 

a recent paper by Wang et al.150 showed unipolar n-type 

semiconductor performance with a highest electron mobility of 

0.65 cm2V-1s-1 in BGBC OFETs. The environment for the device 

testing, high vacuum (3  10-4 mbar), might be contributed to 

the unipolar n-type performance of P23 in this study, since 

moisture and/or oxygen may induce hole transport 

performance as mentioned earlier.97 After 70 days exposure in 

 

Figure 18. a) A near-ideal transfer characteristic observed for a P21 based OFET 
devices (W = 2000 um, L = 100 um, VDS = 100 V). b) The percentage of nonideal 
devices versus spin-coating speed using different solvents (over 20 devices were 
tested for each condition). c) Coherence length (Lc) variation versus spin-coating 
speed. The coherent lengths are calculated using the Scherrer equation based on 
the full width at half maximum of (200) diffraction peaks using GIXD data. 2D-
GIXD patterns of P21 films fabricated under different spin-coating speed (ODCB 
3 mg mL−1): d) 500 rpm, e) 1000 rpm, and f) 2000 rpm. Reproduced with 
permission from ref. 23. Copyright 2016 John Wiley & Sons. 
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ambient air, the devices with P23 maintained 50% of its electron 

mobility when measured in vacuum.150 

Vinylene (-CH2=CH2-) is the second smallest -conjugated 

electron donor after ethynylene (-CC-). The use of vinylene 

instead of bithiophene as the linkage is expected to increase the 

electron affinity of the resulting BDOPV-V copolymer, P24.98 

Very low LUMO and HOMO energies of -4.24 eV and -6.21 eV, 

respectively, were obtained for P24 by the CV measurements. 

Unipolar electron transport performance was observed in TGBC 

OFETs. The highest electron mobility achieved is 1.1 cm2V-1s-1. 

Devices showed good stability for 30 days in ambient 

conditions. 

It is shown in the previous section that thiophene-S,S-

dioxidized indophenine (IDTO) is a newly developed very strong 

electron acceptor. Deng et al. synthesized a copolymer of IDTO 

and thienothiophene, PIDTOTT (P25).142 P25 has a low LUMO 

energy of -3.98 eV, which would be sufficient for stable electron 

transport and a very low HOMO energy of -5.92 eV, which 

would build up a high energy barrier for hole injection. BGBC 

OFETs with spin coated P25 showed characteristic unipolar n-

type semiconductor performance with the highest electron 

mobility of 0.14 cm2V-1s-1. Considering that the polymer films 

are rather disordered (amorphous), this mobility value is quite 

high. This is the first example that a thiophene-S,S-dioxide 

compound showed field effect performance. The devices 

performed similarly when characterized in nitrogen and 

ambient air. To improve the coplanarity of the polymer 

backbone and thus the crystallinity of the polymer films, 

bithiophene was used in place of thienothiophene.143 The 

obtained polymer PIDTOBT (P26) indeed showed improved 

crystallinity. A lower LUMO energy of -4.09 eV and a higher 

HOMO energy of -5.78 eV than those of P25 were observed, 

which indicates that the incorporation of bithiophene extended 

the main chain conjugation and led to a narrower band gap 

enabled by the more coplanar backbone structure. Slightly 

improved electron mobilities of up to 0.18 cm2V-1s-1 were 

achieved for the P26 based BGBC OFETs with Au contacts. 

4. n-Doped organic semiconductors 

Doping is a well-known process to tailor the electronic 

properties of a semiconductor by intentionally adding a small 

amount of foreign substance (impurity). Controlled doping is 

the foundation for the modern electronic industry where p- and 

n-type silicon semiconductors are made and used for the 

MOSFET based logic circuits.151 The pioneering work on doping 

of the -conjugated polymers by Heeger, MacDiarmid, and 

Shirakawa led to the discovery of highly electrically conductive 

polymers.152–155 In the presence of an oxidant or acid, electron 

rich (p-type) polymer semiconductors such as polyacetylene, 

polyaniline, polypyrrole, and polythiophene can be p-doped to 

show high electrical conductivity of up to ~105 S cm-1. On the 

other hand, electron deficient conjugated polymers can be n-

doped with a reducing agent or base to increase electrical 

conductivity. In recent years, research into controlled doping of 

organic semiconductors with a small amount of dopants has 

intensified156–159 since many doped organic semiconductors 

show much improved performances in OLEDs, OPV, 

OTFTs,160,161 and thermoelectrics (TEs).162 Molecular doping of 

an organic semiconductor may affect the electronic properties 

through three mechanisms, (A) charge transfer,156,159 (B) charge 

carrier trapping,163,164 and (C) charge carrier scattering,163,164 

depending on the relative frontier LUMO and HOMO energies 

between the organic semiconductor and the dopant compound 

(Figure 19). The n-doping is discussed below and the 

mechanisms apply to the p-doping similarly, but in an opposite 

manner. In scenario (A) shown in Figure 19, when the HOMO of 

the dopant is higher than the LUMO of the organic 

semiconductor, electrons readily transfer from the HOMO of 

the dopant to the LUMO of the organic semiconductor. As a 

result, the electrical conductivity increases accompanied by a 

redshift of the absorption spectrum of the doped organic 

semiconductor. In scenario (B), when the HOMO of the dopant 

is lower than the LUMO of organic semiconductor, but higher 

than the HOMO of the organic semiconductor, electron transfer 

from dopant to organic semiconductor is energetically 

prohibited; however, the mobile holes (injected from the source 

electrode in an OFET) may be trapped at the energetically more 

favoured HOMO of the dopant in comparison to the HOMO of 

the organic semiconductor. The HOMO energy difference (E) 

between dopant and organic semiconductor is termed as trap 

depth or trap energy (ET).165,166 When ET is < ca. 0.2 eV, the 

dopant forms shallow hole traps,166–168 where holes can easily 

 

Figure 19. The energy level scheme of three doping mechanisms of an organic semiconductor (OSC) depending on the relative energy levels of the OSC and the dopant. 
(A) Electron transfer occurs when the HOMO energy of the dopant (or OSC) is higher than the LUMO energy of the OSC (or dopant), leading to the n-doping (or p-
doping) or an OSC; (B) For n-doping, trapping of the injected holes occurs when the HOMO energy of the dopant is lower than the LUMO energy of the OSC, but higher 
than the HOMO energy of the OSC, leading to the suppression of the hole transport and enhancement of electron transport. Likewise, trapping of injected electrons 
occurs for p-doping. The HOMO or LUMO energy difference between the dopant and the OSC is termed as trap energy (ET), where deep traps form when ET > ca. 0.2 
eV, while shallow traps form when ET < ca. 0.2 eV. (C) Scattering of injected holes (or electrons) occurs when the HOMO (or LUMO) energy of the dopant is lower (o r 
higher) than that of the OSC, which either decreases or enhances the hole (or electron) transport. The Fermi energy (EF), which is positioned in the mid of the band 
gap of a pristine OSC, may increase or decrease with the addition of an electron rich or deficient dopant, which affects the charge injection and transport for the doped 
OSC in (B) and (C). 
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enter and can also exit with a small amount of energy. The 

shallow traps would slow down the hole transport or cause a 

decrease in hole mobility.166 When ET is > ca. 0.2 eV, the dopant 

forms deep hole traps, where holes can readily enter, but 

cannot exit or require a very high energy to exit. As a result, hole 

transport may be completely suppressed due to a dramatic 

decrease in the number of mobile holes. Some recent studies 

by the time-of-flight (TOF) measurement show that the 

presence of deep traps do not significantly reduce the mobility 

of charge carriers that are not trapped.169,166,168 In scenario (C), 

when the HOMO of the organic semiconductor is higher than 

the HOMO of the dopant, but lower than the LUMO of the 

dopant, neither electron transfer from organic semiconductor 

to dopant nor hole trapping at the dopant sites would occur. In 

this case, the low-lying HOMO of the dopant would form an 

energy barrier and cause scattering of mobile holes. Similar to 

the shallow and deep traps, low and high scatters are divided by 

the HOMO energy difference between the dopant and the 

organic semiconductor (or so-called the height of the scatters) 

with a value smaller or greater than ca. 0.2 eV, respectively.168 

It was found that scatters influence the carrier mobility in a 

similar manner as shallow and deep traps, i.e., low scatters 

reduce the carrier mobility, while high scatters do not 

significantly affect the carrier mobility.168 In the cases of (B) and 

(C), since no charge transfer occurs between the semiconductor 

and the dopant, there would be no changes in the UV-Vis-NIR 

absorption spectra and no increase in the electrical conductivity 

of the doped organic semiconductor if no charge carriers are 

injected into the doped organic semiconductor. Theoretical and 

experimental evidence shows that doping in scenarios (A) or (B) 

causes a shift of the Fermi energy of the semiconductor: a 

decrease for p-doping and a lift for n-doping.159 A decreased 

Fermi energy or electron density of the semiconductor via p-

doping would help fill the hole traps, while an increased Fermi 

energy (EF) or electron density via n-doping would help fill 

electron traps. In addition, if the same electrode material is 

used, a raised or lowered EF would also be beneficial for the 

electron or hole injection, respectively. Therefore, it is often 

observed that hole transport is enhanced for the p-doped 

organic semiconductors, while on the contrary electron 

transport is enhanced for n-doped organic semiconductors.  

Compared to p-doping, n-doping is less studied because of 

the unavailability of stable n-dopants with high HOMO energy 

and organic semiconductors with very low LUMO energy. 

Nonetheless, n-doping of an organic semiconductor has a 

number of benefits for the OTFT application. First, the electron 

transport can be improved by the increased electron density 

through trap filling. Second, the hole transport can be 

suppressed, which can convert an ambipolar and even p-type 

organic semiconductor into an n-type semiconductor. 

Therefore, a great number of n-type organic semiconductors 

can potentially be obtained by n-doping known materials. In 

particular, a large number of D-A polymers have shown very 

high charge carrier mobilities. However, due to their rather high 

HOMO energy and low LUMO energy contributed mainly by the 

donor and acceptor units, respectively, many D-A polymers 

have shown ambipolar charge transport performance. Although 

the use of ambipolar polymers as single component 

semiconductors can greatly simplify the fabrication of CMOS-

like complementary circuits, the devices suffer from high off 

currents and low Ion/Ioff ratios, which results in high power 

consumption.32 Therefore, converting ambipolar polymers into 

unipolar n-type or p-type polymers by doping to fabricate 

unipolar n- or p-channel OFETs with improved Ion/Ioff ratios 

would open up new applications for ambipolar polymers. Third, 

n-doping (as well p-doping) can readily tune the threshold 

voltage (Vth) of an OTFT by controlling the filling of electron 

traps with a proper amount of dopant. A precise control of the 

threshold voltage of transistors is very important for fabricating 

integrated logic circuits.  

In 2010 Bao et al.  synthesized and used a stable (4-(1,3-

dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol-2-

yl)phenyl)dimethylamine (N-DMBI) (Figure 20) as an n-dopant 

to [6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM),  which is 

an n-type semiconductor.170 The electron mobility of the doped 

PC61BM markedly increased to 1.24 × 10-1 cm2V-1s-1 from 1.68 × 

10-2 cm2V-1s-1 for the undoped PC61BM in OTFTs. It was also 

observed that Vth shifted negatively with increasing dopant 

concentration, indicating that mobile electron traps were filled 

by the DMBI molecules. The devices with the doped PC61BM 

demonstrated much improved air stability, which was 

attributed to the compensatory effect of the dopant on the O2 

electron traps. However, the off current increased significantly 

once the dopant concentration was greater than 2 mol%, 

resulting in a smaller current Ion/Ioff. The UV-Vis-NIR spectrum of 

the N-DMBI doped PC61BM showed a new broad peak in the 

800-1000 nm region, which suggested that strong doping, which 

might have involved charge transfer, indeed occurred. 

However, the n-doping effect of N-DMBI on PC61BM could not 

be interpreted by the energy levels shown in Figure 19 since the 

HOMO of N-DMBI is -4.67 eV, which is too low to allow electron 

transfer to the LUMO of PC61BM (-4.30 eV) as shown in scenario 

(A) and there should be no electron transfer in scenario (B). The 

authors initially proposed that the neutral radical formed at N-

DMBI upon removal of hydrogen would allow the electron 

transfer.170 Later on they further studied the doping mechanism 

 

Figure 20. Structures of some organic and organometallic n-dopants. 
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of N-DMBI and several of its analogues and found that a 

reaction between the dopant and the host semiconductor 

occurred with either hydride or hydrogen atom transfer, 

forming host radical anions, which are accounted for the doping 

effect.171 Interestingly, the typical p-type semiconductor, TIPS-

pentacene, could be n-doped with 2-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1,3-

dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazole (o-MeO-DMBI), 

which is an analogue of N-DMBI.172 The pristine TIPS-pentacene 

showed p-channel performance with hole mobility of 0.21 

cm2V-1s-1 in OFETs fabricated by solution shearing, while the 

TIPS-pentacene : o-MeO-DMBI (1:1) blend films exhibited 

electron transport dominant ambipolar transistor performance 

with a very high electron mobility of 6.8 cm2V-1s-1 and a rather 

low hole mobility of 3.6 × 10-4 cm2V-1s-1. Unlike the n-doping of 

fullerene derivatives, where OTFTs displayed reduced Ion/Ioff at 

higher dopant concentrations, the OFETs of the TIPS-pentacene 

: o-MeO-DMBI blend showed very high Ion/Ioff of ~105-106 (and 

low off current) even with an equivalent amount of dopant. The 

electrical conductivity of the organic semiconductors doped 

through electron transfer increases since the charge carrier 

density increases after doping, which generally results in an 

undesirable reduction in the Ion/Ioff of OFETs. Therefore, this 

characteristic of the TIPS-pentacene : o-MeO-DMBI blend is 

particularly useful for OTFTs. The UV-Vis-NIR and photothermal 

deflection spectroscopies showed no evidence of formation of 

radical anions, suggesting that the doping of TIPS-pentacene by 

o-MeO-DMBI might have a different mechanism from that of 

the fullerene-DMBI systems. Very recently, the same group 

used this compound to n-dope a high mobility p-type donor–

acceptor polymer poly(tetrathienacene-diketopyrrolopyrrole) 

(PTDPPTFT4) to induce a strong memory behavior in OFETs.173 

Hole trap density was found to increase with dopant 

concentration, showing strong suppression effect of this 

compound on hole transport. Again, no differences in the UV-

Vis-NIR spectra between the pristine and the doped polymer 

films were observed. The authors proposed that (1) electron 

transfer may partially take place with surface defects, which 

allowed electron transport, and (2) holes may also transfer from 

the HOMO of the semiconductor to and be trapped at the 

dopant sites. o-MeO-DMBI has a HOMO energy of -4.67 eV, 

while TIPS-pentacene174 and PTDPPTFT4173  have HOMO/LUMO 

energies of -5.4 eV/-3.53 eV and -5.3 eV/-3.95 eV, respectively. 

Therefore, we believe the trapping mechanism illustrated in 

Figure 19B may apply to these systems, where o-MeO-DMBI 

would form deep hole traps (ET > -0.2 eV). 

Recently, our group used an amine-containing polymer, 

polyethylenimine (PEI), as an n-dopant for ambipolar (such as 

P10 and P14) and p-type polymers.129 Ultraviolet photoelectron 

spectroscopy (UPS) measurements showed that the Fermi 

energies of the doped polymers increased by 0.04-0.21 eV 

compared to the corresponding pristine polymers, indicating an 

increase in the electron density. Most of the doped polymers 

showed improved electron mobilities at a lower dopant 

concentration of < 2 wt%, which could be explained by the filling 

of mobile electron traps. On the other hand, all the polymers 

showed a disappearance of hole transport at a dopant 

concentration of 2 wt% or higher. For example, 2% PEI doped 

P10 showed no hole transport performance, while the electron 

mobility significantly improved from ~0.4 cm2V-1s-1 to as high as 

 

Figure 21. (a) TGBC OFET device structure with a pristine P10 as the channel. The 
output (upper) and transfer (lower) curves on the left show ambipolar charge transport 
performance. (b) TGBC OTFT device structure similar to that in (a) except that the 
channel is a P10:PEI (2 wt%) blend film. The output (upper) and transfer (lower) curves 
on the right show n-channel electron-only transport performance. The P10 and P10:PEI  
blend films were annealed at 150 C. Dimensions of the devices: channel length L = 30 
µm; channel width W = 1 mm. Reproduced with permission from ref. 129. Copyright 
2015 American Chemical Society.  

 

Figure 22. Chemical structures and HOMO energies of the host polymer 
semiconductor, P10 (PDBTAZ), and four aromatic amine n-dopants. ET is the trap 
energy of the dopant, which is the HOMO energy difference between the dopant 
and the polymer. Reproduced with permission from ref. 175. Copyright 2016 
Elsevier.  

 

Figure 23. Relationship between the field effect mobilities of P10 and its doped 
films with 2% dopant and ET of the amine dopants. Reprinted with permission 
from ref. 175. Copyright 2016 by Elsevier.  
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0.88 cm2V-1s-1 (Figure 21). This is a very convenient approach to 

obtaining n-type polymers by simply doping ambipolar and even 

p-type polymers with PEI. The suppression of hole transport was 

explained by the increased Fermi energy, which increased the 

hole injection barrier, and the strong interaction of the injected 

holes with the electron lone pairs of the nitrogen atoms in PEI, 

which retarded the movement of the holes. The UV-Vis-NIR 

spectra of the PEI-doped polymers displayed no noticeable 

changes compared to their corresponding pristine polymers, 

indicating that charge transfer between PEI and the polymer 

semiconductor is unlikely. Similar to the TIPS-pentacene : o-

MeO-DMBI blend reported by Bao et al.,172 the PEI-doped 

polymers showed very low off current (the electrical 

conductivity of the blend remains as low as that of the pristine 

polymers) and high Ion/Ioff, which are very different from many 

other n-doped semiconductor systems that involve charge 

transfer and show decreased Ion/Ioff due to their increased 

conductivity. 

We also used several small molecule aromatic amine 

compounds (Figure 22), which are known organic 

semiconductors, as n-dopants for the ambipolar polymer P10 in 

order to suppress hole transport and transform this polymer to 

unipolar n-type semiconductor.175 The rationale is that if the 

HOMO energy of a dopant is sufficiently higher than that of the 

host semiconductor to create an ET greater than ca. 0.2 eV, the 

holes in the channel may be trapped at the HOMO of the dopant 

(see Figure 19B). The common feature of these aromatic amine 

compounds is that they have higher HOMO energies than that 

of the host polymer semiconductor (-5.63 eV). ET’s of these 

amines against the polymer are in the range between 0.17 eV 

and 0.68 eV.  It was found that when the ET of an aromatic 

amine is  0.25 eV, a complete suppression of hole transport of 

the polymer and only electron transport behaviour were 

observed (Figure 23). As observed for the PEI-doped blends, the 

OTFTs with P10 doped by these small amines showed low off 

current and high Ion/Ioff of ~104-106. There were no changes in 

the UV-Vis-NIR spectra of the doped P10, which indicates that 

no electron transfer occurred between the dopant and the 

polymer and the doping mechanism of Figure 19B applies in this 

case.                              

To solve the issues of the high moisture sensitivity of PEI 

observed for the n-doped polymer blends, He et al. recently 

synthesized a novel aromatic amine based polymer, PDPAT-12 

(Figure 20), as an n-dopant to P20c.176 It was found that with 

addition of 10 wt% PDPAT-12, the doped P20c blend exhibited 

unipolar n-type semiconductor performance with electron 

mobilities of up to 0.42 cm2V-1s-1, while the pristine P20c 

showed ambipolar charge transport behaviour with electron 

and hole mobilities of up to 0.35 cm2V-1s-1 and 0.20 cm2V-1s-1, 

respectively. Again the doped polymer films showed no changes 

in their UV-Vis-NIR spectra compared to the pristine polymer. 

The OFET devices with the PDPAT-12-doped P20c exhibited 

decreased off current of ~10-11 A and much increased Ion/Ioff of 

~106 compared to the pristine P20c based devices, which has  

much higher off current of ~10-8 to10-7 A  and lower Ion/Ioff of 

102-103. The observed suppression of hole transport was 

interpreted by the hole trapping effects of PDPAT-12 as 

illustrated in Figure 19B, since this compound has a high HOMO 

energy of -5.27 eV that forms deep hole traps with an ET of 0.45 

eV relative to the HOMO energy of P20c, but a higher LUMO 

energy of -2.65 eV than that of P20c (-3.87 eV). The P20c film 

with 10 wt% PDPAT-12 has much smoother surface morphology 

forming a well-connected network compared to the pristine 

P20c film, which are ascribed to the improved electron mobility 

of the former. Since PDPAT-12 is hydrophobic, the BGBC devices 

with PDPAT-12-doped P20c films still maintained 50% of their 

initial mobilities after exposure to ambient air (RH = ~50%) for 

28 days, whereas the devices PEI-doped P20c films lost 

transistor performance immediately after being exposed to 

ambient air. The devices with PDPAT-12-doped P20c showed 

even better air stability than the devices with the pristine P20c 

films, which retained only 13% of the initial mobilities. It was 

considered that the electron-rich aromatic amine PDPAT-12 

might serve as an oxygen scavenger to oxygen diffused into the 

active layer, which led to the improved air stability of the 

PDPAT-12-doped P20c.                             

Poor dispersion and phase segregation over time are the 

common problems for small molecule/polymer blends. To 

tackle these issues, Quinn et al. designed and synthesized a 

series of polymers (P20c-TPA) having varied amounts of 

triphenylamine (TPA) terminal groups (Figure 24).177 It was 

expected that the aromatic amine groups would be able to 

function as n-dopant to self-dope the polymer chain, while the 

covalent bonding of the TPA end group to the polymer would 

improve the uniform and stable dispersion of the dopants and 

solve the phase separation issue mentioned above. The chosen 

pristine polymer P20c is an ambipolar semiconductor with quite 

balanced electron and hole mobilities.139 The estimated trap 

energy ET of TPA and the polymer using computer simulation is 

0.46 eV, which is sufficient for trapping holes (Figure 19B). 

Therefore, the hole transport is expected to be suppressed. 

Indeed, as the amount of the TPA groups increased, the hole 

mobility decreases, while the electron mobility remains similar. 

An electron and hole mobility ratio (e/h) of 25.6 was achieved, 

which is much higher than that of the pristine polymer without 

TPA end-capping (e/h = 0.96), i.e., the polymers were 

transformed from ambipolar to n-type dominant by the simple 

TPA end-capping. These self-n-doped polymers showed much 

better stability in terms of the e/h ratio when thermally 

annealed at temperatures up to 200 C compared to the small 

amine/polymer blends,175 which showed a recovery of hole 

transport at much lower annealing temperatures of 80–100C 

caused by phase separation. 

Noh et al. n-doped PC61BM by blending a small amount of 

cesium fluoride (CsF).178 The Fermi energy and electron 

concentration of the doped PC61BM significantly increased with 

 

Figure 24. Structures of P20c-TPA and ClBDPPV. 
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increasing amount of CsF. For example, at a CsF concentration 

of 1 wt%, the Fermi energy was lifted by 0.32 eV, while the 

electron concentration was increased by six orders of 

magnitude. As a result, the minority electron carriers in the 

pristine PC61BM became the majority carriers in the doped 

PC61BM and electron transport was enhanced. With the pristine 

PC61BM, the OFET devices showed rather balanced electron and 

hole mobilities of 0.067 cm2V-1s-1 and 0.030 cm2V-1s-1, 

respectively. With increasing amount of CsF, the hole mobility 

decreased significantly, while the electron mobility increased. 

At a dopant concentration of 1 wt%, the electron transport 

(with mobility of 0.13 cm2V-1s-1) becomes dominant over the 

hole transport (with mobility of merely 5.9 x 10-5 cm2V-1s-1).  CsF 

was also used as an n-dopant for P(NDI2OD-T2) (P1a).179 Slightly 

improved electron mobility and reduced off current were 

obtained when the dopant concentration was controlled below 

1 wt%. Very recently, Kim et al. found that tetrabutylammonium 

fluoride (TBAF) and tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) 

(Figure 20), which contain Lewis base anions, F− and OH−, could 

effectively n-dope P1a.180 The UPS data revealed that the EF 

shifted upward by 0.3 and 0.2 eV from that of the pristine P1a 

after adding 5% of TBAF and TBAOH, respectively, indicating n-

doping of the polymer. In addition, dramatic changes around 

500 nm in the UV-Vis absorption spectra were observed for the 

blend films, further supporting the occurrence of charge 

transfer upon n-doping. Compared with the pristine P1a, which 

showed n-type dominant performance with average electron 

and hole mobilities of 0.31 cm2V-1s-1 and 0.004 cm2V-1s-1, 

respectively, the doped P1a with 0.5% TBAF exhibited n-type-

only unipolar performance with enhanced electron mobility of 

0.67 cm2V-1s-1. The TBAOH doped polymer films also showed 

improved electron mobility to 0.41 cm2V-1s-1 and a substantial 

suppression of hole transport (h = 0.0001 cm2V-1s-1). The 

improved electron mobility and suppression of hole transport 

were accounted for by the reduced contact resistance due to 

the raised Fermi energy that reduced/increased the 

electron/hole injection barrier. Katz et al.181 n-doped an IBDF-

vinylene polymer ClBDPPV (Figure 24) with TBAF and used it as 

an n-type conductor for thermoelectric devices. ClBDPPV has 

LUMO and HOMO energies of -4.3 eV and -5.9 eV, respectively. 

In TGBC OFETs, this polymer showed electron mobilities of up 

to 0.104 cm2V-1s-1 with an Ion/Ioff of 104). With 25 wt% TBAF 

doping, the blend polymer film showed appearance of 

absorption in the long wavelength regions from 1000 nm to 

1600 nm and from1600 nm to >2000 nm, which are due to the 

polaronic absorptions. The UPS measurement of the ClBDPPV 

film doped with 25 wt% of TBAF showed an upward shift of EF 

by 0.35 eV compared to the pristine polymer. Furthermore, the 

electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra of the doped polymer 

clearly showed the paramagnetic signals of the anion radicals. 

These experimental data strongly supported the occurrence of 

electron transfer from F- anions to the polymer. ClBDPPV doped 

with 25 wt% TBAF exhibited a very high electron conductivity of 

0.62 S cm-1 and a thermoelectric power factor of 0.63 μW m-1 K-

2. After one week storage in ambient air, the doped ClBDPPV 

films still showed electron conductivity of over 0.1 S cm-1. N-

type organic semiconductors with such high conductivity and air 

stability are very rare.  

Leo et al. found that dimetal compounds, 

tetrakis(1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-

a]pyrimidinato)dichromium (Cr2(hpp)4)  and -ditungsten 

(W2(hpp)4) (Figure 20), are much stronger n-dopants to C60 than 

to 3,6-bis(dimethylamino)acridine (AOB) and 2-(1,3-dimethyl-

1H-benzoimidazol-3-ium-2-yl)phenolatehydrate (DMBI-

POH).182181182181180181180179178177176175174 These dimetal 

compounds have very high HOMO energies (e.g., -2.4 eV for 

W2(hpp)4),183 which allows very efficient electron transfer from 

these dopants to the semiconductor. Dramatic increases in 

conductivity were observed at a very low dopant to 

semiconductor molar ratio (MR) of down to 10-5. The Cr2(hpp)4 

and W2(hpp)4 doped C60 also showed much higher electron 

mobilities. The same group successfully demonstrated the first 

realization of inversion OFETs by n-doping a very thin layer of 

pentacene with W2(hpp)4 at the interface to the gate 

dielectric.184 These inversion OTFTs can overcome the drawback 

of low Ion/Ioff for the common OFETs with doped 

semiconductors and can also precisely control the threshold 

voltage. However, due to the highly positioned HOMO level of 

W2(hpp)4,this compound is very unstable in air and the doped 

semiconductor degrades rapidly once exposed to air.185 Very 

recently, Leo et al. found that if the LUMO energy of the host 

semiconductor is sufficiently low (e.g., <-3.6 eV), it can prevent 

the further charge transfer of the dopant-semiconductor charge 

transfer complex to the oxygen-water complexes,186 which are 

considered the cause for the ambient degradation of OFETs.187 

Therefore, for the host semiconductors with LUMO energies 

higher than -3.6 eV, e.g., pentacene (-2.7 eV) and ZnPc (-3.4 eV), 

the W2(hpp)4 doped materials are unstable in air, while N,N-

bis(fluorene-2-yl)-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (bis-HFl-

NTCDI) (ELUMO = -3.6 eV) could form an air stable complex with 

W2(hpp)4.  

Another type of stable n-dopants are dimers of metalocenes 

such as rhodocene ([RhCp2]2) and 

ruthenium(pentamethylcyclopentdienyl) 

(1,3,5-triethylbenzene) ([Cp*Ru(TEB)]2) (Figure 20).188,189 These 

dimers can readily react with a number of n-type and p-type 

small molecule and polymer semiconductors to form 

monomeric metallocene cations and semiconductor radical 

anions, which were substantiated by the 1H NMR and UV-vis-

NIR spectroscopies. The UPS and inverse photoemission 

spectroscopy (IPES) data showed that the Fermi energies of the 

doped semiconductor films increased by 0.2-1.6 eV.188 

Conductivity as well as electron mobility of the [RhCp*Cp]2-

doped P1a were also found to increase significantly.190 

5. Conclusions 

In the past five years or so, numerous novel n-type small 

molecule and polymer semiconductors have been reported. 

One approach frequently used has been on the optimization 

and modification of existing popular electron acceptor building 

blocks as such NDI, PDI, DPP, etc.  Much improved electron 

mobilities of up to 8.6 cm2V-1s-1 (S3a) for small molecule n-type 
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semiconductors and 6.5 cm2V-1s-1 (P1e) for n-type polymer 

semiconductors were achieved. 

Much effort has also been made to develop new electron 

acceptor building blocks. Several classes of materials with these 

new building blocks, such as small molecules based on azulene 

derivatives, dicyanomethylene-terminated quinoidal 

oligothiophenes, and isoindigo derivatives, and polymers based 

on DPP and isoindigo-derived building blocks, have shown very 

promising electron transport properties. For example, IBDF 

small molecules showed extremely high electron mobility of up 

to 12.6 cm2V-1s-1 (S26d) in signal crystals, while solution 

processed IBDF polymers also demonstrated the highest 

electron mobility of 14.9 cm2V-1s-1 (P21) reported so far. It 

should be mentioned that some of the high electron mobilities 

(such as the highest mobility reported for P21) were extracted 

from the low VGS region of “kinked” non-ideal transfer curves, 

while the mobilities extracted from the high VGS of the same 

transfer curves are lower by more than one order of magnitude. 

Recently, there have been some debates on if the high mobility 

values in the low VGS are overestimated. Based on some studies 

including ours, we believe that at least in some cases the 

mobility extracted in the low VGS might reflect the highly 

ordered crystalline domains of the organic semiconductors, 

rather than being overestimated. These mobilities may still be 

helpful for gaining insight into the structure-charge transport 

relationship, which is critical for the design of new organic 

semiconductors or the optimization of processing conditions for 

the known materials to further enhance charge transport 

performance in OFETs.  

To address the undesirable hole transport characteristics 

and maintain or enhance the electron transport performance of 

ambipolar semiconductors, two approaches have been 

adopted.  The first one is to modify the source contact to raise 

the Fermi energy of the conductor in order to block the hole 

injection as well as to facilitate the electron transport.  Several 

ambipolar polymers have been successfully converted into 

unipolar n-type polymers. The second approach is to simply 

blend a small amount of n-dopant to n-unipolarize ambipolar 

organic semiconductors or even p-type semiconductors. Amine 

containing compounds such as o-MeO-DMBI, aromatic amines, 

and PEI were found very effective to suppress hole transport 

and promote electron transport without increasing the off 

current of the OFETs. It is believed that the Fermi energy of the 

organic semiconductors is raised by the electron rich n-dopant 

to effectively fill electron traps thus enhancing the electron 

transport. On the other hand, the electron lone pairs of the 

nitrogen atoms in these n-dopants would probably act as 

trapping sites to suppress hole transport.  It was also found that 

the charge carrier trapping of a dopant can be readily applied to 

convert ambipolar or p-type polymers into unipolar n-type 

polymers. When the trap energy, the difference between the 

HOMO energies of the n-dopant and the matrix semiconductor, 

is greater than ca. 0.2 eV, complete hole transport suppression 

is observed. An n-dopant with such as a high ET would act as 

deep traps for the injected holes. N-doping seems a very 

promising strategy to utilize high mobility ambipolar organic 

semiconductors for unipolar n-channel OFETs. 

In summary, impressive progresses have been made in the 

development of n-type organic semiconductors with electron 

mobilities approaching those of the best hole mobilities 

achieved by p-type organic semiconductors. However, the 

number of available suitable acceptor building blocks for n-type 

organic semiconductors is still much limited compared to 

electron donating building blocks.  Furthermore, there are still 

very few truly unipolar pristine n-type polymers since many 

electron transport polymers also exhibit hole transport 

characteristics. More efforts are needed to explore new 

acceptor building blocks for unipolar n-type polymers. The 

choice of a comonomer building block for the acceptor is also 

very important. Excessively strong electron donating ability or 

too large the size of the donor comonomer would result in the 

appearance of hole transport characteristics.  

Air stability is very important for device fabrication and long-

term device operation. The stable n-channel OEFTs based on 

small molecules reported so far have been mostly the ones 

using single crystals, which prevented diffusion of oxygen and 

moisture into to active charge transport layer. On the other 

hand, almost all the stable n-channel OFETs based on polymers 

have been achieved in TGBC device architecture, where the 

semiconductor later was protected by the top dielectric and 

gape electrode layers from exposure to ambient air. Further 

attention should be paid to study and further improve the air 

stability of the n-type semiconductors.  

It should be noted that n-type organic semiconductors (and 

their doped form) are also Indispensable materials for several 

other types of organic electronics such as organic 

photovoltaics,82,83,107,191–194 thermoelectrics,181,195,196 and 

batteries.197,198  New materials and knowledge gained through 

the development of n-type organic semiconductors will be very 

helpful for the advancement of those neighboring applications.  
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